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And then there was one...

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jack Durham, news editor of The Union, is the only Union employee to survive the closure of the newspaper. His new duties
for The Humboldt Beacon is to cover Arcata, Eureka and McKinleyville as The Beacon’s Northern Humboldt County bureau chief.

After 109 years in the newspaper business, The Union ts calling
ut quits. Foning The Union 1s tts sister paper in Garberville, The
Redwood Record. The papers will be consolidated into The
Humboldt Beacon — which will cover Humboldt County on a
weekly basis. This leaves Arcata without a community newspaper
for the first tme in more than a century.
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Former instructor, coach dies at age 78
By Marolyn Krasner

said, and was an inspiration to him in becoming a football

CAMPUS EDITOR

official for local football teams as a service to children.
If there was anything Givins could do for kids he would

Francis L. Givins, former HSU student, physical educa-

do it, Mechals said. As an instructor and coach Givins

tion instructor and coach, died Sunday in Eureka at age 78.
Givins, who was known by mostas Franny, wasa lifelong
resident of Humboldt County who graduated from Ferndale Elementary School as well as Ferndale High School.
He graduated from then Humboldt State College in 1940
and started teaching here in 1953.
Monica Hadley, former instructor and dean of women at

always emphasized the point that academics came first and

HSU, said she knew Givins as a student as well as a friend.

He was a good friend and a wonderful person, she said.
Hadley

said

she remembers

“many,

many

good times together.”
“T just think
the world of
him,” she said.
Givins was
the men’s basketball coach
from 1953 to
1964. His best

ea

LL

athletics second.
“I think the community will miss him,” Mechals said.
“He always took an interest in you even after you were out
of school.” Givins was a mentor to many coaches who
followed in his footsteps, including HSU football coach
Fred Whitmire.
Whitmire took several classes from Givins as a student
and played junior varsity basketball one year for him.
“He was an
a
outstanding
teacher. He

“He was an outstanding teacher. He took a lot of personal
interest in his players and their academics. He was a big
influence in that his philosophies were very similar to a lot of
coaches of the time. He did not use profanity, respected everyone
and expected the most from everyone. He was always fair.”

FRED WHITMIRE
HSU football head coach

took a lot of

personal interest in his

players

and

their academPe
ey”
Whitmire
said. “He was
a big influence

in that

year was the
1955-6 season when his team won the Far West Conference. It was the second time in the school history that they
won the conference.
Besides coaching and teaching, Givins was a volunteer
for many community organizations such as the March of

his philosophies were very similar toa lot of coaches of the time. He did
not use profanity, respected everyone and expected the
most from everyone. He was always fair.”

Dimes, the American Cancer Society, the Humboldt County

will remember vividly about Givins.
“He had a terrific sense of humor that never seemed to
quit,” Hess said. “And he went with the idea that sport was
life.”
Givins was an easy person to get along with, he said.
Hess enjoyed working with him and because they had
offices next to each other he remembers having many good

Fair and Humboldt Del Norte California Interscholastic
Federation.
Ray Mechals, of Eureka, went to HSU

from

1951

to

1955. Givins was his basketball and football coach as well
as his instructor.
“He was very conscious to the community’s needs,”
Mechals said.
Mechals said Givins was involved in many community
projects including the Humboldt County Fair. He was a
“real fine person,” Mechals said.
He said he and Givins were “very close friends.”
He played basketball during Givins’ first season as a
coach and said he was “always willing to give his time to us
students.”
“I know he enjoyed his job there (at HSU),” he said.
He said Givins enjoyed the people he worked with at
HSU, especially the students.
He said Givins “enjoyed being around kids.”
Givins was the county’s football commissioner, Mechals

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GIVINS FAMILY

Ford Hess, who isa retired HSU coach and colleague of
Givins’ for more than 20 years, said there are two things he

conversations with Givins, he said.

“T enjoyed his sense of humor and the fact that he looked
at the brighter side of life,” Hess said. “I never thought of
him as a pessimist.”
He said when the teams Givins coached lost a game they
weren’t extremely upset or angry. He said that showed a
positive influence by Givins.
He said Givins’ interest in sports transcended the outcome of the games.
Services for Givins will be held at the Chapel of Ferns/
Cooper Mortuary in Eureka Friday at | p.m.
Contributions in Givins’ memory may be made to The
Franny Givins Scholarship Fund at Ferndale High School.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR

Francis Givins was inducted into HSU’s Hall of Fame

Among his students was
in 1968.
coach Fred Whitmire, bottom right.

HSU

football

Residence hall student killed on highway near HSU
using the normal footbridge designated for

By Marolyn Krasner

hallucinogens.

CAMPUS EDITOR

Humboldt County Coroner Glenn Sipma
said he has not been able to prove Cabiroy

A Redwood Hall resident, who was on
exchange from Hunter Collegein New York,

died Nov. 18 at Mercy Hospital in Redding.
Daniel Edward Cabiroy, 20, “darted out
in front ofa big rig” on Highway 101 by the
17th Street footbridge at approximately
11:30 p.m. Nov. 17, said California Highway Patrol Officer John Lutzow.
He said the driver of the truck attempted
to avoid Cabiroy but couldn’t.

The Union reported last Wednesday
Cabiroy died of major head injuries. ‘The
Union also reported the accident wasasuspected suicide and Cabiroy was high on

was under the influence of
hallucinogens because he
was never able to examine
the body.

He said the information
about Cabiroy being on

hallucinogens was given by
Cabiroy’s friends who had
.
.
supposedly witnessed
him

pedestrians.
Memorial services for Cabirvy were held
Monday inhis home
state of New Jersey,

“Everybody knew

Kearns said.
Kearns said toxi-

him. It was a shock.”

cology reports were

JENNY TYSON
living group adviser

eating psychedelic mushrooms earlier that

day.
Sean Kearns, assistant director of public
affairs, said HSU doesn’t know why Cabiroy
attempted to cross the highway instead of

inconclusive’
whether or

to
not

Cabiroy had hallucinogenic

mush-

roomsinhissystem.
The indications are that Cabiroy’s ac-

tions were due to substance abuse but the
investigation of the accident is not finished,

he said.

through the National Student Exchange program run by Bill Arnett.
“Something like this is a parent’s worst
nightmare” when their son or daughter goes
on exchange, Arnett said.
Jenny Tyson, living group adviser for the
second

floor of Redwood

Hall, where

Cabiroy was a resident, said there will be a
box put together containing poetry, artwork
and comments to remember him by.
The box will be sent to Cabiroy’s parents,
Tyson

said, Anyone can submit items by

bringing them to the housing office care of
Jenny Tyson.

She said most people on his floor were in
contact with him.

“Everybody knew him,” she said. “It was

Thiswas Cabiroy’sfirst semesterat HSU —_ a shock.”

()
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A.S. leads symposium on student issues
By Sarah Collins

to put ona student symposium for

LUMBERJACK STAFF

students to start talking together,

Buchanan Room Nov. 9.

brainstorming issues and figuring
out where
we can go fora change,”
Ravasco said.
A.S. wanted to create an environment where students would

The symposium was an opportunity for students to voice
their opinions of various issues

feel their voice was important.
They also wanted to avoid intumidating the students so only stu-

at HSU.
About 50 HSU students
brainstormed about different

dents were allowed to attend, said

Associated Students hosted
the first collective student voice

symposium

in

the

Kate

student-generated topics in-

A.S. Vice President Tesilya
Hanauer.
During the symposium the stu-

cluding academic, social, cul-

dents broke off into small groups.

tural, faculty and other campus issues.

“If you were sending your chil-

From this session A.S. wants
to create a document from the
ideas of the students. This

document

will

represent

HSU’s student vision for the
future.
It will then be submitted to
the administration, the West-

ern Association of Schools and

Colleges and the students.
W.A.S.C.

reviews

Western

colleges and isin the process of
reviewing HSU.
The idea for the symposium
came froma strategic planning
focus group by the administration, said A.S. President Freida

Ravasco.
“I didn’t feel the process
(strategic planning focus
group) was that effective in really seeing what student needs
were, so we figured we needed

dren to HSU 15 years from now,
what changes would you want to

see implemented on this campus
and why?” Ravasco said to the
students.
“I keptthinking so many people

think on such a short-term level
and it was a question to make
people start thinking a little bit
more long-term,” Ravasco said.
“And you would definitely want
your loved one to have a quality
education.”
Ravasco said some of the
changes discussed at the symposium would happen down the
road.
“But most of the implementation includes dollars and that’s
where we have the problem,”
Ravasco said.

Contrary to the problem of the
lack of funds is HSU is becoming
more open to change, Hanauer

said.
“It feels like HSU is pretty
open to ideas and we really
wanted to make sure that student concerns were addressed

because students are why this

is relevant to them.”
Hanauer said HSU is in an
unique situation and students
should take advantage of it.
“HSU is an anomaly and instead of trying to act like other
universities, we should say we
are different.” Hanauer said.
“We're(A.S.) takingadvantage

of it and we want to make it
known.”
If you “churn” people
through system without giving
them any power, problems are
bound to occur in their ability
to succeed in society, Hanauer
said.
“By doing this you’re putting out people who

mlOlunie
1021 "I" ST ARCATA

826-7604

ey satlalelemerNE
Eat Noodles

f Ths Above

Read us

CORNER of H & 18TH
796 18TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
s VE Blot]

on line

follow

other people’s rules, who can’t
think for themselves and don’t
take any initiative,” Hanauer

said.
A.S wants to host another
symposium

this semester in-

volving students, faculty and
administration. Hanauer said
things can only get done if everyone on campus participates.
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Chancellor’ Ss office to be retrofitted
combined with the addition of lateral shearwalls.
Retrofitting was approved in
September and began three weeks

ago with the installation of connecting beams linking the walls,
floors and ceilings of the first
through third floors. Work on the
shearwalls, which are additional

supports that carry the
weight of the structure and

The CSU Chancellor’s Office
in Long Beach is starting immediate structural repairs in an effort to

postpone its imminent collapse.
“A structural engineer opened
up the ceilings to see how the building was put together and found
that the walls and floors were not
connected,” Lori Erdman, execu-

Campus services for
Rev. John Rogers
There will be a memorial service Thursday for Rev. John
held at 3:45 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan room.
The prayer service will include

readings from the Bible, musicand
a time for open reflection.
Rogers, 46, committed suicide
in a Belgium forest while the dio-

dollars,”

Erdman said. “The Headquarter
Building Authority is paying for
everything.”
The Chancellor’s Office sits on
property donated by the Coastal

17, 1994, which lev-

posed the CSU Northridge
campus.

Commission to the City of Long

“There’s always the possibility

Beach for use as the CSU System’s
Headquarters and Chancellor’s

of an earthquake,” said Colleen

Office. The City deeded it to the

phone interview.
An executive summary written

Bentley-Adler of the CSU Public

Affairs Office in a phone interview

Headquarter Building Authority.
The HBA, who constructed and

from Long Beach. “The administration wants to maintain the safety

owns the building, leases it to the
CSU Board of Trustees.

Chancellor’s building poses a
“substantial life safety hazard under only moderate shaking and
would be a clear threat under
strong shaking.” A detailed retrofit program was recommended

of the employees.”
Funding for the retrofitting and
addition ofshearwalls has not been
determined. Caveche Engineering

The building is like a rabbit’s
warren with hallways off hallways
and doors off those hallways,
Erdman explained. The poor design wasted space and prevented
employee interaction and commu-

cese of Santa Rosa investigated
charges Rogers molested a 15-yearold boy in 1976.

swer questions regarding summer,
seasonal, cooperative education,
internship
and permanent employ-

Residence hall

Earlier this month the Santa

ment opportunities and to provide

Rosa diocese ordered Rogers to

general career advice to students.

return to Santa Rosa for psychiatric evaluation.
Inasuicide note Rogers declared

Some of the invited organiza-

Anestimated 250 HSU students
who live on campus will participate with the community Saturday
from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. when
HSU holds its second annual Community Connections Service
Learning Day.
More than 22 local organizations
are participating, including the

by structural engineer
Jim Hill of
Jim Hill and Associates stated the

his innocence,
Rogers was chaplain for HSU
for more than 10 years.

Career Day for
natural resources
The 22nd Annual Natural Resources and Environmental Sci-

ences Career Day will be held this
Friday. The event is organized by
the Career Center and will be held
in the Kate Buchanan Room from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Employers will be there to an-

and Construction of Los Alamitos
submitted the winning bid, esti-

tions will include: California Departments of Fish and Game, Parks
and Recreation and Transportation, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Peace Corps,
Redwood National Park, Natural

Resource Conservation Service
and the Bureau of Land Management, Simpson Timber, CH2M
Hill, Mendocino Woodlands
Camp Association, Environmen-

tal Careers Organization, Humboldt County Planning Department and the Student Conservation Association.
More information is available at
826-4175.

students help again

California Highway Patrol, Camp
Fire Boys and Girls, Redwoods
United, Nature Conservancy,
American Red Cross and the Manila Community Center.
The purposes of Community

baron
Ors
1 awn

s

145 G Street, Suite C * Arcata, CA 95521
(south of Samoa Blvd -1-1/2 blocks, look for the signs)

us

off,”

Erdman said. “The investigation
began two years ago because we
wanted

to do renovations to im-

prove the environmental efficiencies of the building.”
When the building was

designed and constructed
25 years ago building codes

did not require the connecting beams for the first and
third floors. Half of the

building sits on a sand and
soil landfill that could ex-

perience liquefaction duringan earthquake. This was
not taken

into consider-

ation either.
Liquefaction occurs when release of energy during an earthquake causes a change in the state
of loosely packed wet soil — essentially liquefying the soil. During this change the soil is unable to
support weight of any kind.
Located between the mouth of
the Los Angeles River and the bay
leading to the Pacific Ocean, half
of the Chancellor’s Office could
possibly sink and fall off into the
Pacific Ocean ifa major earthquake
were to occur.
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“Nothing

LORI EROMAN
management building project

eled most of the 35-yearold buildings that com-

agement Building Project, saidina

Rogers, former HSU chaplain and

religious studies lecturer. It will be

by CSU

connected.”

Jan.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

ciency.

funded

area since the earthquake on

There has not been any

The CSU chancellor's office, located in Long Beach, will be
made earthquake-safe by retrofitting.
tive assistant in charge of the ManBy Heather Parker

not

tural repairs will improve the work
environment and employee effi-

major seismic activity in the
Long Beach or Los Angeles

has not begun.

“PHOTO COURTESY OF CSU PUBLIC AFFAIRS

nication. Renovations and struc-

“A structural engineer opened up
the ceilings to see how the building
was put together and found that the
walls and floors were not

receive the brunt of the
shock during an earthquake,

—

mating the repair costs at $1.5 million.
“The repairs and renovations are
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on the UC Quad Thursday afternoon. She
lacked upper body attire.
¢ The mandolin merchant returned

Thursday afternoon trying to hock his instrument near the Music Building. He had a
receipt for the instrument and was advised
of solicitation restrictions on campus. He
said he was trying to raise money to get back

* On Nov. 15 fire alarms disrupted

to Lake Tahoe.
¢ A large pile of cedar shavings was reportedly smoking on the service road behind the library Thursday evening. It was

morning studies and midterms twice in
Founders Hall — cause of activation unknown.

¢ A man in a red knit cap was reportedly trying to sell a mandolin on the
pedestrian overpass Wednesday evening.
He could not be located. The mandolin
is a musical instrument of the lute family,
witha fretted neck and pear-shaped body,
strung with 4 to 6 pairs of strings
¢ An “explosion” was heard and felt
from Blue Lake to Eureka Wednesday
evening. HSU was no exception. An
SR-71 Blackbird was flying north from
Edwards Air Force Base in Southern

was apprehended and charged with resisting arrest and possession of hallucinogenic
mushrooms.
¢ The juvenile writer of gang-related
ramblings struck a third time on Monday.
No intelligible point to the letters addressed
to the university has been deciphered.
¢ The letters “KEG” were found burned
into the grass with weed killer at Redwood
Bowl on Monday. The letters were reportedly each 6 feet tall and 4 inches wide.
¢ A custodian took an HSU key from a
man having trouble entering the Natural
Resources building Monday night. The man
had permission to have the key foran earlier

}

|

afternoon. His fatherhad dropped offthe

j

|

ol
child for a piano lesson. unaware scho
was closed. The two were soon reunited.

|

¢ Three people were found picking

mushrooms

|

under the trees behind the

Two baby raccoons were trapped ina

|

||
}

|
|

|
|

|

Turn in by 5 p.m. Friday

garbage bin near Fern Hall Sunday morning. The raccoons were freed.
¢ Shortly after midnight Tuesday mushrooms were found under a drinking fountain in Redwood Hall. They weren’t the
illegal type.
¢ A candle left burning in a Redwood
Hall room early Tuesday morning ignited
a piece of paper and activated the fire
alarm. The flame was extinguished by a
student and no damage was done.
¢ Tuesday morning two annoying calls

before publication and
e Include full address of
event, a phone number and
contact person.

to the math department were received.

lose?

e

but what do you have to

Breathing was heard.
¢ A new director of public safety is
coming to HSU.

Items are subject to
editing and
e publication is
not guaranteed
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Robert Foster, Willits

chief of police since 1988, will replace
Acting Director Lt. James Hulsebus on

Friday.
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and crying near the UC Quad Tuesday

Saturday afternoon.

noon. The fungi gatherer fled on foot, but

sonic boom.
¢ Thursday afternoona Redwood Hall
resident reported the theft of his bike
from the front of the Depot in September.
* A change in university dress code in
September brought a misdemeanor
charge and citation to appear at the Humboldt County Courthouse for a woman
speaking during an open mic program

purpose, but was su pposedt ohave turned
it in.
e An 8-year-old boy was found alone

ing. When the callerreturned,agreen Volvo
with two men inside was seen leaving the
area with bikes in the back. Severed bike
locks were found and later that morning a
mountain bike was reported missing from
the racks.
¢ An officer saw a man picking mushrooms near Plant Operations Sunday after-

California and rattled the area with a

na —

¢ A caller reported a suspicious man near
the library bike racks early Sunday morn-

October.

destrian overpass Wednesday morning.
UPD told the man to move on.

a

library lot Tuesday morning. The people
were in possession of mushrooms, but
not the illegal kind.
¢ On Saturday morning an Admissions
and Records employee found the Siemens
Hall second floor lights on and toilet seat
covers lining the 2nd floor hallway.
¢ Twenty people playing football on
the upper playing field wereaskedtoleave

only steam.
* On Friday two people reported bikes
stolen on campus. The thefts occurred in

* Three reports were received of a
man yelling at people crossing the pe-

i
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Arcata Union publishes
final edition Thursday
well as an increase in postage rates”
are the primary reasons for the closures.
O’Dell was notavailable for com-

By Greg Magnus

said in a phone interview from
Fortuna the press release issued by

“skyrocketing newsprint prices as

ment. Dave Turner, personnel director of the Humboldt Group,
the Humboldt Group would an-

When The Union began pub-

lishing in 1886, a meal andanight’s
rest at the Arcata Hotel cost 25
cents.

A week’s board and lodging cost
$5.
And now, 109 years later, The

Union — Arcata’s sole newspaper
— is as much a piece of Arcata
history as the news it reported a

century ago.
The Union and its sister paper
The Redwood Record, based in
Garberville, will be closed Thurs-

swer most of the questions about
the closures.
Turner said he did not know
what the new circulation of The
Humboldt Beacon — which previously covered Fortuna and the Eel
River Valley — would be and
would not discuss the reshuffling
of Humboldt Group employees
because it was an internal affair.
Turner was equally tight-lipped
regarding speculations on why
O’Dell decided to close the two
papers but said the closings were

two papers — spanning Humboldt

unfortunate.
“Anytime an action results in
employees losing their jobs, it is a

County from Redway to Trinidad

sad affair,” Turner said.

day by ownerand publisher Patrick
O’Dell. The area covered by the
— will be taken over by The Humboldt Beacon, a newspaper owned

by O’Dell and previously owned
by his father, Dwight.
O'Dell stated in a press release

reasons” but does not know if a
new paper will come out in the
future.
“T did notsay I was going to start
up a new paper,” Hadley said.

“We’ve had all kinds of calls from
past and present employees giving
support (to the idea). I don’t know
whether (O’Dell) would stick me
with a non-competing contingency. He has not returned my

calls. He might be checking it out
legally.”
Hadley said she thinks her family’s chances of obtaining rights for
The Union name are slim.
“We feel very sad,” Hadley said.
“The Union was one of the last
vestiges of real community journalism, which is fast becoming a

lost art. But that’s the way it is.
Everything has to change.”
Rosemary Edmiston, editor of
The Union for three years, is not
being rehired by the Humboldt
Group. The HSU journalism
graduate, a former Lumberjack re-

owned The Union from 1939 until
O’Dell obtained it — made public

porter and copy editor, said she
may work part-time for some publications in Humboldt County but
doesn’t really know what she is

she would like to buy back the

going to do.

Marilee Hadley — whose family

Z

High cost of printing
blamed for closing
By Greg Magnus

@ Loss of Arcata’s
109-year-old
newspaper saddens
employees.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

Just as in large cities such as
Houston, San Diego and London, the soaring cost of newsprint has sent another paper
crashing down.
According to owner Patrick
O'Dell, The Union and its sister

paper The Redwood Record are
being shut down Thursday due
to the rising newsprint and postage costs.
|
-O’Dell’s third paper — the

Fortuna-based Humboldt Bea-

con — will expand its circulation into the areas previously
covered by The Unionand The
Redwood Record.
O'Dell stated in a press release the “skyrocketing newsprint prices as wellas an increase
in postage rates contributed to
the decision to consolidate the
newspapers into one county
edition.”
The mounting cost of newsprint, which typically accounts
for about 20 percent of a
newspaper's expenses, has been
cited in the shutdown of several

papers, such as The Houston
Post, and in staff reductions at

many others.

The press release, run with

|

little modification in all three
papers, stated newsprint prices

have increased 60 percent in
less than a year.

After rising steadily for several years, the price of newsprint in the United States shot
up from $469 a ton in 1994 to

$675 last spring. Articles in

Media Daily magazine and the

Chicago Tribune report an increase of more than 40 percent
this year alone with expectations
of a new round of increases in
early 1996.
According to John Damron,
abulk mailing technician for the
Eureka branch ofthe U:S. Postal
Service, postage rates for newspapers have not increased significantly.
Classified as second class
mail, newspapers are given special rates by the Postal Service,

factoring in the average weight
of each paper, the total copies

being mailed anda piece rate for

See Printing, page

|
8|

See Union, page 8

rights to the name “for sentimental

Device catches dreams like spiderweb catches flies
@ According to
Native American lore,
dream catchers help
obtain knowledge of
prosperity.
By David Perry
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The people responded to the
holy man’s vision by fashioning
dream catching devices with
webbed patterns.
They hoped to catch good
dreams in order to obtain knowl-

has

been

making

dream catchers for more than two
years. Stories behind the catchers
vary but the devices originated with
Native American tribes.
According to Bean, generations
ago the people from many tribes
had suffered through several successive bad seasons. Drought
forced the game away and the
people were hungry. The children
cried at night.
Elders from the many tribes went
to ask a shaman what could be
done to ease the pain of the children.
Theshaman meditated about the

tive

thoughts,

dreamers

can

achieve vivid dreams that can be
helpful in everyday life.
Each dream catcher is unique.

Bean shapes thin wood branches
into circular patterns. He then uses

sinew as the weaving for the
webbed designs. The stringy ani-

qs

mal tendon, or sinew, Bean uses is

either synthetic or it comes from
road kill.

Added to the design is an assortment of beads, stones, horse hair

and feathers.
Bean sometimes includes crystals in his work, and explained they
can add a positive energy to his
pieces.
“I enjoy spinning my own
wood,” he said. “The design in the
weave takes on the shape of the

STACY FORD/ COMMUNITY EDITOR

Dream catcher Michael Bean, of Arcata, holds up the Native American
“intelligent and wise” dreams.

wood.”

He uses branches from plum
trees, golden willows and weeping
willows. He looks for branches
anywhere from 18 inches to four
feet that maintain roughly the same
diameter throughout.
In addition to making dream
catchers Bean sketches, paints and

writes poetry.
He uses his dream catchers him-

self and claims to have obtained

added vision as far as his artwork is

concerned.
“Visions have just been pouring

out of me recently,” he said. “I just
wrote a poem describing in vivid
detail a recurring dream about a

device that catches

buffalo hunt.”
One woman Bean gave a dream
catcher to told him it was too powerful for her to hang above the head

of her bed. Bean described the
woman as a “high-energy metaphysical person — a fellow

See Dreams, page 10

ee.

catches your dreams.”

above a person’s bed. With posi-

ee.

slide down the feather and make it
to the dreamer.
“Tt works like a spiderweb,” Arcata artist Michael Bean said. “It

the children from crying at night,”
Bean explained.
Dream catchers are hanged

,

gent enough to run the webbed
maze, go through the center hole,

prosperity. They hoped “to stop

ee

good and wise dreams are intelli-

46,

everything.”

edge in finding game, water and

According to legend only the

Bean,

dilemma. In the early morning air
the shaman’s vision came. Looking at a dew-covered spiderweb,
he pointed and said, “This catches
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Printing

final edition ends era

° Continued from page 7
“I’m staying up here but I don’t know
what I’m going to do. My husband has lived

in Humboldt County for 18 years so I guess

I'll do some stringing or get into another
field. But recently I haven’t even had time to
breathe,” she said.

Dirk Rabdau, sports editor and general
reporter for The Union, said he knew the
paper wasn’t making much money butdidn’t

expect to be looking for work one month

before Christmas.
“We knew the paper wasn’t doing well
financially but we didn’t expect it to close,”
Rabdau said. “I was certain there was going
to be cutbacks but I thought the paper would
remain in some format.”
Rabdau, who worked at The Union for

two years and is a former editor in chief of
The Lumberjack, said Union employees
were told there was going to be a meeting,
but hearing the paper was going to close in
two weeks was “a shock.”
“Pll probably stick around. There aren’t
too many job openings around here journalism-wise but we’re still putting out a paper
this week so I’ve still got some work to do,”

he said.

Union news section editor Jack Durham
will continue working for the Humboldt
Group after the consolidation as the Northern Humboldt County bureau chief for the
Beacon.
“The Beacon is going to be the lone survivor and I'll be staying on with it,” Durham
said. “I think it’s a real loss to the community. Everybody here is saddened by the
closure. It’s more than a business — it’s a
piece of Arcata history. The community’s

losing its voice.”

Durham, a former Lumberjack reporter
and section editor, was on vacation when

the announcement of the paper’s retirement
was made two weeks ago and found out

about it on the television.

“When I heard the announcement, I au-

else and obviously about losing my job, too.

Damron said. “When you consolidate
three papers into one item, the amount

I didn’t know at the time that I was going to
be spared,” he said.

have to mail out from three areas. T he
volume hasn’t changed and the price of
postage haven’t changed dramatically.
It’s only gone up a few cents since the
first of they year. And February of 1993
was the last change before that one.

two-and-a-half years, will be responsible for
covering the news and events in Arcata,
Eurekaand McKinleyville, and working with
part-time reporters to fill a four-page section
each week. Durham also has the additional
task of delivering the Beacon to newsstands
in his area.
Both Durham and Jack Hamilton, editor
of The Humboldt Beacon, said they look
forward to the new challenge of covering
Humboldt County in a weekly format.
“I think itis a great opportunity to expand
the coverage. I’m excited about providing
county-wide service,” said Hamilton, a oneyear Humboldt County resident, in a telephone interview from Fortuna.
Hamilton said the Beacon has received
numerous new subscriptions, an encouraging sign.
“Initially we need to show people that we
are covering all the bases and hope people

“To claim postageisa problem doesn’t

seem to make sense because if all the
subscribers stay then the numbers won't

change,” he said.
If mailing is consolidated to a central

Joe Pucillo ofthe Arcata branch
location,
ofthe U.S. Postal Service said, the Hum-

boldt Group would save approximately
one cent per paper.

According to circulation figures in the
1995 Editorand Publisher International
Yearbook, The Union and The Redwood Record had 3,761 and 1,809 paid

subscriptions respectively as of Sept. 30,
1994. The

listed at 3,855 paid subscribers.

will latch onto the paper. People need to

Using figures provided by the U.S.
Postal Service, the Humboldt Group
would save approximately $55 in post-

give it a chance and I think people will be

pleasantly surprised.”

Durham also said many of the popular
columns in The Union, including the police
log, McKinleyville Matters and the Orick
Log, will continue in the Beacon. Subscribers to The Union will receive the Beacon
papers starting Dec. 7. Dissatisfied customers can receive pro-rated refunds if they
decide to cancel their subscriptions.

age costs by consolidating where the
newspapers are mailed from.
Critics of O’Dell’s decision to close

the papers believe he isn’t disclosing his
real reasons for closing the paper.
“I can’t visualize the City of Arcata
without a newspaper,” said Monica

Hadley, a former Union publisher. “It’s
incomprehensible to me that it would be
closed in this manner,

The Union office, which also houses a

print shop, will remain open through De-

cember. After December the fate of the re-

cently repainted office on 7th and H Street is
unknown.
“I hope to continue to leave a presence
and an office up here,” Durham said.
Sa
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“Ttjust seems irresponsible and I can’t

imagine a real newspaper person doing
this.”
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have to constantly argue with environ.
mentalists and other undesirables who are
forever trying to get him to at least print

news arising from his area of circulation,”
Others believe the claims of increasing

newsprint cost and postage as factors in

O’Dell’s decision are inconsistent with
the publishing of a newspaper that has

increased in size over the years, usually
running from 20 to 22 pages.
Some people have speculated it was a
lack of advertising revenue or that the
blame lies directly with O’Dell, who practiced a laissez-faire form of ownership,
rarely visiting his papers and their com-

munities.
Jack Hamilton, editor of the soon-to-be

expanded Humboldt Beacon, dismisses
all these theories.
“It’s not a fact that those papers were

breaking even,” he said. “(O’Dell) tried to

keep them going for the last seven years. It

makes sense economically and as a busi-

ness decision (to close the papers).”

Rosemary Edmiston, editor of The

Union anda former Lumberjack reporter,
said she thought The Union’s editorial
side was making progress but that the
production and advertising departments
weren’t making the same steps.
“I think it’s a real loss to the community

and I think The Union was carrying out

some enterprising journalism for this

area,” she said. “I believe in the last sev-

eral years the editorial board had pulled
together and was doing some good work.

The paper was more attractive and easier
to read. I don’t think the other depart-

ments followed suit.”
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Beacon’s circulation was

Valley

ning a combin
new ed
weekly to promote
his and his pals’ businesses, O’Dell won’

of patrons remain the same but they don t

Durham, who worked at The Union for

Anderson

(Boonville, Calif.) opinion column stated
“by closing the towns’ papers and begin-

each newspaper.
“The rates haven't gone up a lot,

closing. I was concerned about everyone
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tomatically assumed I was going to lose my
job. I was pretty shocked when | heard it was
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Community farm offers organic produce
Melton A. Hatch Ill
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Andy Rahn loves to get down in the dirt.
He loves farming and making the best vegetables he can — in a way that’s the least
burdensome to the environment. He’s an
organic and sustainable farmer at Arcata’s
Community Supported Agriculture farm —
a CSA.
But his experience so far has not been

quite as sweet as the carrots he grows.
Keeping up with the physical demands of

organic and sustainable farming is the least
of Rahn’s challenges. At a CSA conference
in San Francisco on Nov. 12 to 14, Rahn

discovered some possible solutions to his
problems.
“I want to dedicate myself to farming and
to the educational aspects of the farm,” Rahn
said.
Rahn said his biggest challenge is managing the farm’s $17,200 budget. Until this
year the farm received HSU grant money for

start up aid. Now the farm is on its own.
Rahn began work on the farm in the winter of 1992 as its sole director and farmer.
The City of Arcata approved development of the farm on undeveloped city-park
space on Old Arcata Road near the
Sunnybrae shopping center. It was intended
as a site for a shareholder farm as well as an
educational facility for HSU and other
county schools.

HSU lecturer and private organic farm
owner Susan Toms and HSU engineering
and international development technology
Professor Peter Lehman gave Rahn the job
of running the farm.
HSU grant money pays a $1 annual lease.
Rahn’s salary and operation of the farm —
any incoming seeds, plant starts, organic
soil amendments, equipment and fuel — is
paid for by the shares. A burrito bar on the
University Center Quad and the selling of
greens to Folie Douce also support the farm.
Rahn has been approached by several
restaurants wanting to buy multiple shares,

but Rahn said this would require expanding

nia CSA farms and received 235 responses

the operation — something he’s not ready

— the greatest impetus for joining a CSA is

for until he can get the current operation

fresh, seasonal produce. Second on the list

under control.
“I’m spending about half my time actually
out here on the farm. The rest of the time I’m

was environmental concerns.
The survey also stated 23 percent of the

dealing with the books,” he said. “Right
now !’m faced with not having enough share-

tion of the farm.

holders for the winter and that’s distracting
enough in itself. I could be spending more
time out here getting better output from the
land and a better quality produce.”
Rahn said the biggest lesson from the
conference was that there is no one model

you from a shareholder farm or a subscrip-

for CSA farming, which evolved from two

farms in New England
then CSA farms have
400 in 1993 and the
vested in the form of

during the’80s. Since
grown to more than
amount of money inshares has gone from

$480,000 to $6 million —a

12-fold increase.

According to a survey funded by the University of California Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program —

shareholders participate in the actual opera“At the conference a guy asked me, ‘Are
tion farm?’ Rahn said. “I said, ‘What’s the

difference’ and he told me that with a subscription farm the shareholders just pay their
share and take their produce, whereas with
a CSA the shareholders participate in the
responsibilities of operating the farm.
“That’s what we really need here — more
participation. I’ve got to take the time to

organize and direct the volunteer labor and
do the educational aspects of the job,” Rahn

said.
“What I need right now is more involvement, a shareholder to spend an hour or two

See Farm, page 10

which solicited responses from 10 Califor-

Birdwatching can generate big b ucks for community
The task force’s goal was to find
a tourism niche with economic
benefit from existing resources

@ Tourism task force promotes Arcata
as birdwatching town.
By Andrew Jones
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Birdwatchers could begin flocking to Arcata with more than $1

million in tourism dollars ifa comprehensive city plan succeeds in
promoting the town as “birder
friendly.”

The Tourism Development
Task Force placed ads promoting
Arcata in three birding magazines
this month to coincide with the
unveiling of its “Guide to Birding
In and Around Arcata.”
The influx of tourism revenue
can be substantial if economic impact studies of communities near
national wildlife refuges are any
indication.
Bird enthusiasts spend an aver-

(birds) while keeping within com-

age $25-$160 per visit in the communities, according to Paul
Kerlinger, former director of the
Cape May Bird Observatory and
author of “How Birds Migrate,” in
his report in the September newsletter of the American Birding As-

munity values, said Peter Kenyon,
accounting professorand task force
member.
Kenyon will manage tracking of
the birders’ impact on Arcata.

who want to come here to see
them,” said Rob Hewitt, wildlife

biologist and author ofa chapter in

Arcata’s birding guide.
The city’s job is to establish itself with a reputation for having
rare birds, Hewitt said.

Sightings of a gyrfalcon, with a
territorial range normally limited
to Arctic regions, were reported in
Del Norte last year, he said.
“People came to see (the bird) and
stayed for a long while... that was
the only (gyrfalcon) in the state at
that time and there hasn’t been one
since.”
Training is planned for employees in hotels and restaurants so

sociation.
Annual expenditures ranged

Preliminary predictions of the
effects could be available in six
months, but two to three years are
needed for a good estimate,

from $1 million for 17,000 visitors

Kenyon said.

at the Quivira refuge in Kansas to
$14 million for 100,000 tourists at

“We expectitto bea win-win for
the business community and for

the Santa Ana refuge in Texas.
Arcata Mayor and task force

the city and the taxpayers because
it should increase business for tour-

member

said

ism and... (money) for the city in

they can direct tourists to birding

birders were chosen as tourism targets “because bird enthusiasts have
a history of being respectful to the
environment and not putting too
much of a load on the commu-

the form of sales tax revenue,”

information.
“There needs to be some way to

Victor

nity.”

Schaub

Schaub said.
“We've got a good local community ofbird watchers who find a
number of rare birds that excite
people from outside (the county)

keep those employees up to speed
on what’s going on because every-

body in the city has to be a part of
this effort,” he said.
SE

Happy
Weod.-Sun.
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Jody Hensen, executive director of the Arcata Chamber of Commerce, said the chamber is “in the

process of determining those motels and hotels that want to be des-

ignated as birder friendly.” Discounts or travel packages might be
offered.
An attraction for bird enthusiasts will be a festival this April celebrating Arcata’s new town mascot, the marbled godwit.
The shore bird, found in the
mud flats of the Arcata Marsh, is

actually common, but Arcata is
home to a unique subspecies that
is smaller than normal godwits and
spends its winter nesting in Alaska
instead of central Canada.

“If you wanted to try and come
up with a unique bird for Humboldt that reflects on the type of
has, the

habitat that Humboldt

marbled godwitis it,” Hewitt said.
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ureka doctor has performed 6,500 vasectomies
@ Vasectomologist is known worldwide for his
failure-proof procedure.
By Kim White
LUMBERJACK STAFF

research he has done, he said, and has lectured in Columbia, Australia, Brazil and
Austria, as well as written articles for various

journals about his techniques.
“Since failures are said to occur between
1 and 3 percent of the time in other hands —
with other doctors — this is a good batting

average,” he said.

His procedure involves cutting the tubes
connecting the sperm ducts, then sealing
them by putting “a red-hot wire inside,”
and cauterizing the inside of the tube. The
body heals the burn, he said, by filling the
inside of the tube with a “plug of scar tissue.”

With an office located in Eureka, Schwab
says he has performed the operation, to
block off the male sperm ducts, on men
between the ages of 18 and 65, although the
average age range is between 25 and 35.
Just as varied as the ages are the reasons

why they choose to have the operation. Some
wish to have no more children and others

suffer from medical complications, he said.
The choice must be made after careful
consideration and on a mature basis, he
said. The $360 cost of having the operation
includes a preoperative counseling session
in which a couple talks to the doctor about
their concerns.

“If I even sniff the possibility that he is
being forced into it, I drag my feet,” he said.

“I don’t want him saying afterwards that (his
wife) forced him into something he didn’t
want.”

According to a pamphlet sent to his clients, vasectomies “should only be done aftermature consideration and only when both
husband and wife desire it and understand

do the newsletter. I need

someone to do the solicitation for our winter sharehold-

ers,” Rahn said.

at Santa Cruz. Jered Lawson,

a UCSC graduate in commuOrganic
produce
at
Arcata’s CSA is picked up by
its 35 shareholders — 25 for
the winter season — on one

of two allotted days.

A board lists the produce
Rahn harvested that morn-

craftsperson who has already
tapped into such powers with the
use of crystals.”
Bean explained to her the combination of her own activities with
the catcher can at times be overwhelming.

“I suggested she put it above the
foot of her bed,” Bean said. “Now

it’s working just fine for her. She’s
getting great visions through her
dreams.”
Bean’s prices for dream catchers
vary. They run from $20 to $60.
“It depends on the needs of the
person,” he explained. “What I
really like doing is bartering for

supplies and services. It’s more
personal that way.”

Those interested in Bean’s
dream catchers can leave a mes-

ZE
VEDO &

holder pays $365 for a sixmonth summer share, $177

for a three-and-a-half-month

winter share. This equais
$15.50 and $12.70 a week.
Shareholders include individuals and families
alike. Arcata City Councilman Victor

It’s more than we can use ...

we hardly ever buy veggies
elsewhere and it’s a big part
of our diet,” Schaub said.

still sperm in the ejaculations.
“Much of the time, whenI doa reversal ie
and open the tube up on the testicle side sia
I can find sperm there waiting. So we're not
taking anything away from the man, we're
simply keeping the new sperm from getting
to the outside where they would chase his
wife,” Schwab said.
If two consecutive samples come back
with no sperm, the couple can safely disregard other forms of birth control.
“You'll have all the manhood, all the fun,
all the sensation and the major difference
will be that she won’t have that puzzled look
on her face every month,” he says.
Ifthe operation is completed and the man
later changes his mind, there is a reversal
procedure. However — unlike the initial
operation which takes only 45 minutes to
perform — the reversal operation involves
more time and money.

sage for him at 445-1508. He said
he enjoys doing special requests.
Bean is half Cherokee Indian.
His father was born on a reservation in Arkansas.

and countries in Europe to have the opera-

tion performed.

The history of vasectomy procedure goes
back to the 1890s, with the idea that the

operation might calm down the sexual urges
ofmen in institutions for the insane, Schwab

said. This proved to be false.

In 1920 a Vienna doctor proposed the

idea vasectomies would “rejuvenate old
men,” but this belief was also dispelled.
Vasectomies became a popular form of
birth controlin Hollywood in 1927, Schwab
said, when many aspiring actresses offered
sex to movie directors “if there was even a

remote chance that she would get a part ina

movie.”
“The men in the movie business found
out that it was cheaper and easier to have a
vasectomy than it was to pay child support,

or to pay for an illegal abortion,” he said,

adding that even today more vasectomies
are performed in Southern California than
anywhere in the world.

Raised in Carson

City, Nev.,

Bean joined the Army in 1967 and
served in Vietnam as a roving motor mechanic for a radio research
unit attached with the 101st Airborne Division.
“Since Vietnam I’ve been on a
quest,” Bean said. “A search for

the religion I feel Ibelongto.” Bean

credits that search as a value to his
well-being.
“Native religion studies, as well
as my artwork, has been a big factorin the keeping of my sanity,” he
said. “It has helped in keeping my
focus away from unanswered questions brought about by Vietnam.”
Bean likes native traditions and
appreciates the way stories are

handed down from generation to
generation.
“It’s the voiceand spirit
of native religion that endures,” he
said.
Bean regards the North Coast as
conducive to his art.
“Inspiration
just oozes from the
ground around here,” he said.

Bean hopes to go to school and
study art.
“T really feel I could kick offmy
art career if I can secure a reasonable living/studio space,” he said.
“Pd really like to attend HSU.”
He is also interested in the field
of art therapy.
“L use art therapy myself,” Bean
said. “It’s a great way of getting rid
of the psycho baggage I’ve been
carrying around for years.”

He said he would like to work
for a non-profit organization that

helps inner-city kids. His aim

mF

STATE

thing profound. It’s a creed that
basically all natives, no matter what
tribe, live by. It goes: “The song

you sing in your heart is the love
that comes to the Earth through
your hands.”

__

COME CHECK US OUT!

UNIVERSITY
December 7.. --meeting @ 5:30
January 31....meeting @ 5:30
Look for meeting locations
or call ext. 6180 for more
info.

Arcata, CA 95521

(707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551 FAX

e Mill;
®@

Gav

Earth. It doesn’t belong to me,” he
said. “Anelderoncetold me some-

UP COMING EVENTS

851 Bayside Road, Suite A

Buying UNICEF cards can
help save the lives of millions
of children all over the world.
| UNICEF cards pay for medicines,
vaccines, food, clean drinking
water and so much more.

“T’ve learned that I belong to the

Humboldt Ambassadors

DESIGNER FRAMES
CONTACT LENSES
VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

PEGE

AZEVEDO

esteem through the creation of art.
One type of therapy involves
pounding and kneading clay into a
piece of sculpture. While pounding out such art, Bean explained,
aggression is released and it shows
the kids anger can be turned into
something positive.
Bean would like to start a summerart camp in Humboldt County
and possibly incorporate some of
the native ways he has learned into
lesson plans.

would be to help them find self.

LOREN M. AZEVEDO, 0.D.
LINDA W. AZEVEDO, 0.D.

bunches; Arugula — 1 lb.;
seven
garlics...”
Each Arcata CSA share-

parisons
and found they (the
farm vegetables) were
a deal.

tries as far away as Saudi Arabia, Indonesia

specimen in order to determine if there is

Schwab, who has performed 1,000 rever-

¢ Continued from page 7

6 pounds.; kale — two

Schaub and his wife are members.
“We did some price com-

Schwab has received referrals from coun-

Dreanis —_—_—___—_

CSA West was started this

fall under the direction of the
Center for Agroecology and
Sustainable Food Systems at
the University of California

This testing requires that the man ejaculate a minimum of 15 times and bring ina

it.”

Continued from page 9
a week being responsible for
the accounting, someone to

procedure is done as outpatient surgery ina
hospital for $1,400. However, only | percent of his patients come back for a reversal

needs to be done).”

Performing the operations the way he had
been taught in medical school yielded a 3
percent failure rate, but Dr. Stanwood
Schwab eliminated it by devising his own
way of performing vasectomies.
Since changing tactics in 1957, Schwab
has performed an estimated 6,500 vasectomies without failure. He has becomea prominent doctor in the urology field from the

Farm—

sals, said he performs vasectomies under
local anesthesia and in his office. A reversal

The costalso includes follow-up appoint:
ments so he can “make sure everything 8
healing properly,” take the stitches out of
the skin and “talk about the testing (that

if lj Oo

Send UNICEF cards and

Ns

yr

reminds the world that

every child is our child.
available NOW at the
HSU Bookstore

unicef @

United Nations Children’s Fund
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Pesky but important pests
Integrated Pest Management allows farmers to ‘fight
fire with fire’ by attacking crop-killing pests with
different insects and other methods.
By Melton A. Hatch Ill
LUMBERJACK STAFF

plant certain crops to avoid pest problems.
“Ifwe planted cabbage in late July, we just

missed the flight span of the European Cab“Integrated Pest Management,” “Transitional Organic” and “Organic” are labels

bage Moth, but if we planted in January, we

you’ve probably seen above the kale at your
favorite grocer — at times accompanied by a

them,” Toms said.

brief explanation.

IPM — which means getting to know your

“Organic” is the simplest term. It refers to
produce grown under a specific set of standards which prohibit the use of certain
chemical fertilizers, pesticides and herbi-

own situation, pests and climate. The flight
times for this moth can be different in differ-

cides. “Transitional” means that these
guidelines are being followed, but have not

means knowing it’s not a waste of time to go

yet been in practice in the soil or trees from
which the produce comes for the required

found we were getting absolutely riddled by
Toms said such a story is an example of

ent areas.
“IPM

means being knowledgeable.

around squishing the few cabbage loppers
you see amongst hundreds of rows — be-

cause you know that each one is the grand-

three years to be labeled “organic.”

father of millions,” Toms said.

Integrated Pest Management

Facets of IPM

“Integrated Pest Management (IPM),”
however, is a touchy phrase. The worms

fended from IPM cabbage could have been
sprayed with a toxic nicotine spray or could

have been poisoned by a bacteria like Bacillus thuringiensis (B.T.).
“IPM was just a phrase made by Dow
(Chemical) to mean using pesticides more

wisely — which to me isan oxymoron,” said
Bill Lancaster, HSU’s greenhouse manager.
Susan Toms, a lecturer of sustainable ag-

riculture at HSU and an owner ofan organic

farm in Willow Creek, said IPM is “a pestcontrol strategy based on the determination
ofan economic threshold thatindicates when
a pest population is approaching the level at
which control measures are necessary to

prevent a decline in net returns.
“Economically you make a decision to
spray, if say, you’re going to lose 20 percent

of your crop ... the IPM farmer tries to use
less pesticides.

“IPM leads increasingly to organic farming because the farmer who, for instance,
has put Borage in among his orchard of
apples (to attract insects which prey on pest

insects sprayed in conventional farming) is
less likely to spray herbicides because he
doesn’t want to harm the Borage that is
working so well for him,” Toms said.
Whatever the meaning of integrated pest
management is, Ron Sharp, Arcata Co-op’s

produce manager, said it is becoming less
important as a grocery store label.
“We're not getting a lot of IPM in these
days. What we are seeing is a lot of transitional produce,” Sharp said.
The significance of IPM, Toms said, lies
in the body of techniques for managing pests
that are often classifiable as organic. Once
this knowledge is attained, being organic in
farming becomes not only more successful
but more economical as well “as they try to
capitalize on natural processes,” Toms said,
referring to the use of predator insects like

ladybugs and establishing such populations
in the garden or farm so they don’t ever have
to be purchased.
“IPM means choosing genetically resistant varieties. It means knowing when to

It

IPM includes experimentation and relying on the advice of neighboring farmers
experiences. In this way one can know the
economics of, for example, plant density.
Some crops can grow in extremely crowded

conditions and benefit from crowding as
this chokes out weeds. Other crops, in some

areas, might be susceptible to fungal diseases when they’re too close together.
Not dedicating large spaces to one crop is
another technique. Diversity of cropping
avoids sudden explosions of a pest which
are either economically devastating or re-

quire heavy doses of chemical pesticides or
herbicides.

The most prominent feature of IPM is
biologicat pest control — much like fighting
fire with fire.
“We quit using chemicals in 1983,”
Lancaster said.

“We were spending $100 a year trying
unsuccessfully to control the greenhouse
whitefly. Then one year we spent $15 on
some Encarcia Formosa larvae. We haven’t
spent a penny since 1983 and we have great
control of the whitefly,” Lancaster said.

Biological pest control means researching a specific pest and determining which

predator, pathogen or parasite will control
that pest.
The Trichogramma wasp isa widely used
parasite that lays its eggs in such pests as the
corn ear worm. When the eggs hatch they
consume the ear worm.
Not only can biological controls be purchased, but they can be encouraged to reside in the garden or farm with the right
knowledge.
“In Willow Creek we had much less corn

as a commercial pesticide). Flowers are
portant because when pest populations
the predators, like ladybugs, can be
tained on the farm with flower pollens

imfall,
susand

nectars.
Another facet is the increasing returns
enjoyed by IPM farming. The sunflowers
provide a marketable crop, as do the olive
trees that California citrus growers interplant among their orchards to attract
Scuttellista cyanea, a wasp that attacks the
black scale pest. Similarly, blackberries are
harvested where they were planted near
grape vineyards. The blackberries attract an
insect which feeds a parasite of the grape
leafhopper (a vineyard pest) when the leafhopper is not around in the winter.
Other IPM methods include dusting with
diatomaceous earth — the skeletal remains
of calcitic, microscopic sea creatures which
are very sharp and provide a deadly barrier
to soft-bodied pests. One can also dust with
B.T., a bacteria harmless to humans

but

deadly to certain pests like earworms and
the Tomato horn worm.
Birds that eat weed seeds and flying insects are encouraged by certain crops as well

as bird houses. Ducks, chickens and geese
are incorporated into the farm operation
because they can be set free among the crops
to consume worms, loppers and snails.
Such was the nature of farms of the past,

but increasingly the American landscape
has become filled with farms which grow
hundreds of acres of one crop and animals
are left to be raised in entirely different re-

Earwig

gions.
Diversity of crops
Toms also said an important part of any
IPM or organic farm is diversity of crops,
because monoculture, as exemplified best
in the midwest grain field, encourages the
likelihood ofa disastrous outbreak ofa pest
that will require a heavy dose of chemicals
and assist that pest population in developing a resistance to the pesticide as many are
bound to live through the application.
Lancaster said at times practicing biologi-

Corn ear moth

cal pest control is difficult.
“With pesticides all you need to know is
whether your dealing with a borer or a soft

body or a flyer in order to apply the correct
chemical, whereas with biological pest control you have to get more specific — certain
pests have their particular predators,”

Lancaster said.

The hope among many organic proponents is that entire agricultural regions will
ear worms when we had our Sunflowers
be occupied by farmers using biological pest
interplanted among the corn — because the
control and IPM. This is not only so that the
Sunflowers attracted the Trichogramma,”
food of today is cleaner, but also so that not
Toms said.
This anecdote reveals two more facets of using chemical pesticides and herbicides
becomes easier and even less attractive — as
IPM.
is perhaps possible in a landscape where
One is the interplanting of crops with
miles and miles of land are covered with an
plants that attract pest predators and to repel pests — as does the planting of Mari- . extreme diversity of crops, trees, weeds,

golds (which repel certain insects due to the
pyrethrum which is extracted an marketed

Cabbage lopper moth

insects, native flowers, birds and farmers

who pay attention to the land.

Potato leafhopper

>

Vegetable weevil
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Humboldt on line

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD

New access provider launches with success
mates the system can handle before customers start encountering traffic jams and busy signals.
“Our goal is quality service,”
Olson said.
“Customers deserve respect,
and that means preventing lots

By David Courtland
ON-LINE EDITOR

tee

Pam Olson, a chiropractor
who shares a practice with her
husband James in Arcata,

brought Humboldt County its
second Internet access provider
when Humboldt Internet went
on line Nov. 7.
Olson said the response has
been “three or four times as much

of busy signals.”
The fledgling Internet service
provider sports 30 modems connected to U.S. Robotics Courier 28.8 bps modems.

as I thought it was going to be.

The modems,

People are real excited to have
another access provider. Before,
Making it easy for new users to
jump technical hurdles has
quickly become the hallmark of
the new business.
“People have really liked our
technical support, our quick, accurate and polite response,”
Olson said.
“They appreciate the encouragement we’re giving them.”
Humboldt Internet has already
attracted about one-third of
Olson’s self-imposed limit of 500

but you can also talk to people.”
job

nine gigabytes of disk space.

ordinator, she decided demand

early ’80s after an employee became ill and left her without anyone else who knew how to use
the one she had just bought for
her business.
“T was looking at this $4,000
computer and thinking ‘Whatam
I going to do?’” said Olson.
“So I locked myselfin a closet
and taught myself. My kids kept
telling me, ‘Mom, you can’t go
in there, you never come out.””
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as technical

support

A

co-

for Internet access in Humboldt
County was large enough to support another provider, “and so I

INVESTMENT

Olson said she was excited to
be involved in a totally new medium still in its early stages of
development.
“It’s nota question of whether
everyone is going to get on line.
It’s a question of when,” Olson
said. “Right now we’ve got a ton
of growing pains, but where
we’re going is cool.”

CORPORATION
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Subscribe to The Lumberjack
(IT’S EASIER THAN YOU THINK)
Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 and ask about our lowlow subscription rates.
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Close to HSU

Ten months after accepting
the

nected toa Sun Netra server with

learn about computers in the

customers, the number she esti-

said.
“They said , ‘You know how

Portmaster Terminal Server and

Olson said she was forced to

Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.
Natural Surroundings
Very Clean Units
Energy Efficient

wanted to work for them,” Olson

to talk the technical language,

a Cisco Router, are in turn con-

it was like having one pizza place
in a college town.”

What started as necessity became a passion as Olson became
more and more proficient as a
computer technician — and at
explaining computers to other
people in plain English.
“Last year when I went to
Northcoast Internet to get an account there, they asked me if I

a Livingston
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Estimated membership in major religions of the principal regions of the world
Statistics of the world’s religions are only very rough approximations. Aside from Christianity, few religions, if any, attempt to keep statistical records. In an
attempt to show the populations of the religions covered in the article only four faiths are covered in this informational graphic. Total populations of regions
are shown to provide an idea of the scope of religious membership.

World

population
Atheists

jew

Religion

Africa

Asia

Europe

Latin America

North America

Oceania

Christians
Muslims

317,453,000
269,959,000

257,926,000
625,194,000

521,288,000
51,504,000

427,416,000
1,326,000

237,261,000
2,642,000

22,316,000
101,000

Ss

Buddhist

Non-religious

1,840,000

700,523,000

136,766,000

16,828,000

25,265,000

3,246,000

Buddhists
Atheists
Jews

20,000
307,000
327,000

307,323,000
158,429,000
5,484,000

675,000
73,074,000
3,685,000

530,000
3,162,000
1,071,000

554,000
1,310,000
3,952,000

25,000
527,000
96,000

Total population

661,803,200

3,171,511,000

790,208,100

457,010,500

272,943,000

26,854,500

~-

Jews
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Atheists

Buddhists

OAristians
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GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

Religions of HSU
RELIGION
For centuries religions have brought together and separated cultures all
over the world: Wars have been fought and many people have died because of |
their religious beliefs and backgrounds.
In a country where the population consisted at one tume mostly of Ghross.
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This week The Lumberjack’s Special Assignments explores some of the beliefs found at HSU.
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Morality, atheism
travel same path
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Students

By Greg Magnus —

way.
“During Moses’ time the Jewish

By Jennifer Moline
who

were lawless so God sent a very
wish

to seek

a

clean, hardworking way oflife could

EDITORIN CHIEF _

look to Islam for a code of living,

Just as individuals are not born Catholic, Buddhist or Muslim,
atheists chose their own path of belief — or disbelief.
Philosophy Professor James Derden said he wasn’t born Catholic
— it was something he was taught. He believes the same can be said
for his atheism.
“] didn’t start out (an atheist). I started outa Catholic. And I wasn’t
a nominal Catholic. I was a serious Catholic, as was my whole
family,” Derden said. “I didn’t start off religious. It was not something I chose. It was something I was taught.”
Derden said as he began doing critical study of philosophy what he
learned made it impossible for him to believe there was a god.
“I don’t like for myself
of for others where there is only one being,
one book, one group that absolutely knows what the case is, where
they say ‘I’m right and everybody else is wrong,” he said. “I can’t see
how two groups are so certain that they are doing good, doing the
work of god and killing each other to prove it.
“If you have Religion A and they believe P and then you have
Religion B and they believe not P one of them has got to be wrong,”
Derden said.
Robert Snyder, also a philosophy professor, said people should be
allowed to think what they want until personal beliefs come into
conflict. “Believe what you want to believe, but don’t bring it into
public policy, or start whacking your neighbor if they disagree with
you,” he said.
Snyder decided organized religion wasn’t for him at an early age.
“For me religion went beyond ‘Don’t do bad things,” Snyder said.

according to business admunistration Professor Abdul Aziz.
Theattraction to Islam is simple,
Aziz said, adviser for HSU’s Is-

commands to cleanse.”
Muslims are forbidden to drink
alcohol, engage in sex out of marriage or steal, he said. Also, Mus-

lims must wash before prayer and

eat “clean” food, which means they

and compassion for other people,”
Aziz said. “If

which are codes Muslims are supposed to live by.

“Islam teaches nothing but good
behavior and a clean way of living

cannot eat pork.
There are five pillars in Islam,
They are:
¢ Testify to no

students keep
in mind

they

RELIGION
-

are supposedto
live a clean life
and
be

then

god but Allah.

¢ Offer prayer

five times a day.
¢ Paya poor tax,

hardworking

which isa percentage of one’s in-

they will

be better students and citi-

come.
e
Fast
one
month during the
year.

zens.

If people fol-

low the Islam
code of living, Aziz said, people
will be less troublesome to others

during one’s lifetime, if economi-

and lead a more fulfilling life.

cally feasible.

Muslims believe the Koran, their
holy book, was revealed to the
prophet Mohammed

figured my options as a child were go to hell or it’s all nonsense.
That’s the way I sorted it out.”
Snyder said his grandparents were very conservative and would
take him from church to church as a child in Idaho trying to find a

Gabriel 1,400 years ago, Aziz said.

ROBERT SNYDER
philosophy professor

came with forgiveness and sent

lamic Student Association.

“I was told of you think evil thoughts, you were going to hell. So I

“Believe what you want to believe,
but don’t bring it into public policy,
or start whacking your neighbor if
they disagree with you.”

strict code to cleanse society. Christ

Mohammed

then

by the angel

revealed

these

prophecies to others because he
could not read nor write and these
people would commit the prophe-

cies to memory.

¢ Make a pilgrimage to Mecca

“Zakat
(the poor tax) can be done
only by rich people,” said Lutfi
Altunsu, a sociology graduate student and president of the Islamic
Student Association.
“Ifyou have a certain amount of
money you are supposed to give

like $1 for every $40. But ifyou are
ina difficulty you are not supposed

“Christians had a book which

are sayings of God,” Aziz said.
“They lost some of the original
teachings when moving from place
to place. People added along the

to give,” he said.
Altunsu said there are some ad-

justments which need to be made
when balancing an Islamic lifestyle
and school.

you don’t have an ethical system,” Derden said. “That’s false. I don’t

need God to figure out what’s right.”
Snyder echoed Derden’s sentiments, saying atheism and morality
are not mutually exclusive.

“Morality isn’t grounded in religion,” Snyder said. “It doesn’t
make sense to me when people say if you don’t have God or you don’t
have religion, then you don’t have morality.
“There’s ways of connecting between the two but there’s no reason

to do so.”
Derden said he can’t figure out the whole debate over life after death
or the purpose of being. He is very content in knowing when he dies
there’s nothing waiting for him.
,
“The whole thing is boring,” he said. “If you’re an atheist then you
can’t figure what the fuss is all about. It’s like a big cosmic joke. I’m not
out to convert people to my atheism as some people are out to convert

me to their particular theism.
“What makes you think there is a purpose to life to start with? I have
many purposes,” he said. “Why am I here? I would go to evolutionary
theory to answer that. When I die, bang, that’s it. Why should it be any

different than before I was born?”

Yadigar Altunsu, who attends Muslim prayer sé
sells Middle Eastern food at the University Q
This includes the required five
While Altun
lam,for some t
prayers a day.
“If there are conflicts, you have better life later
Mohammed
to miss the prayer or go home or be

late to class,” he said. “In Turkey
we have a room which is separate
for prayer. A campus in Australia
gives a room which is for all-religion praying.”

work junior Is
go after realizin
lam was doing

Abdullah tus

four years ago,

Converting to Judaism is not an easy
By Teresa Mills
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

church they liked.
They finally opted on a strict Quaker-like group who believed
everything from dancing to wearing leather jackets was sinful.
“Maybe if I had struggled with religion and wanted to believe in it,
I'd feel differently about it but I kicked it out at a very early age, like
12 or 13-years-old,” he said. “I just didn’t have any use for it. It was
a very rational act because you either face eternal damnation or you
reject it.”
Instead of using religion as a structure for his life, Snyder said he
tries to be rational. “I think that if I have anything that acts as a guide
in my life, it’s being rational,” he said. “Logic is too strict, too narrow.
Rational seems to be the best way to conduct business for me because
you still have reasons for why you don’t get to do whatever you want.”
“I think the biggest falsehood is because you don’t believe in a god

JUDE TE

When Kelly Flynn decided to convert to Judaism she was looking for a
religion that fit into her life — a religion that would accept her bisexuality.
The special major junior — who had her conversion ceremony last
April — said she likes the position Judaism has taken in her life. “Unlike
some people who change their life to fit their religion, [looked fora religion
that would fit my life,” said Flynn, who is the organizer for the Jewish
Students Union.
Flynn said she wasn’t raised with any specific religion and decided to
study some different religions before she dismissed them all together.
“I
wanted to make sure that there

“When the person first comes to you about con
them. If they return a second time youre rude to th
third time you warn them of the discrimination mai
because of their religion. Aud if they are persistent
fourth time then you can tell them the process they
convert,” Scharnberg said.
p
increcibie path
“Judaism, for some people, is an n incredible

personally encourage people to investigate. Itis ne
Fh
the reward is immense.”
Judaism, like most religions, has many different 1
Scharnberg said some pe: yple are surprised to finc
ordained rabbis
agnostic. In fac

wasn’t a community that fit my

self is agnostic,

sense of spirituality before I said
I wasn’t religious,” Flynn said.

“Judaism did fit my sens
of spirie
tuality.”
She said unlike some students
that are raised with a specific
religion and then distance themselves from it when they go to

“I don’t knov

“It’s not like I'm making myself go to these
rituals — | want to go.”
KELLY FLYNN

special major junior

mitted to it. “It’s not like I’m makin g myself go
to these rituals — I want to

go,” she said.

However, converting was nota simple process for
Flynn. “You can’t go
through

the conversion ceremony until the rabbi deems you
ready,” she
said. “It could take as long as the rabbi wants it to take
.”
.
Rabbi Lester Scharnberg, religious studies lecturer
at HSU, agrees it is
not simple to convert. “Someone may come to me
about converting and
say, ‘I’m leaving a tradition because of some issue’
and I tell them that the
will most likely find that same issue in Judaism,” he
said.
:
Scharnberg said while being taught to become a rabbi
, he was told there
are three steps the rabbi should go through with
a person who hopes to
convert before even conside
ring them. He said th

ese steps have been

people

it.” he said. “]
interventionist
doesn’t

college, the fact she chose her
religion makes her more com-

traditionally used with all types of Judaism.

like how

listen

te

but listens to ar
He said he b

come in any for
was ‘May the f
look

at that |

Scharnberg said.
Because Judaism is not based on faith butcommit
not have to believe that there is a god to be Jewish, §

tovim, which
Judaism the commitment is to ma’asim
o

deeds,” he said. “Judaism says the rigntcous pers
the existence of God, is fully blessed.

this semester, has
JSU, which was re-established
Numark, teacher prep social science senior, said i

her so few Jewish students are involved ” the club
because I don’t know who the Jewish —

is

again because
happy that JSU is getting on its feetmunity 1s,
but we have to know who our com
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Muslims kneel during prayer.
“(Members of the Nation of Islam) don’t get on their knees be-

@ Buddhism is not a religion but a
way of exploring self-divinity,
according to a history professor.

cause black people have been on
| their knees for years,” he said.
Abdullah said the Nation of Islam was established in 1920 when
Far’d Mohammed taught Elijah
Mohammed he was the image of
God.

By Mark Winner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

However, this belief contradicts

Every Sunday morning members of the Arcata Zen Group
gather to practice their religion in a martial arts studio on the
Plaza.
The members come in and sit down facing the wall on
pillows that are arranged in a large circle on the floor.
They sit with back straight and eyes closed and do absolutely
nothing. This is religion?

one of the five pillars of Islam,
which is to testify to one God.
“Islam has made me a lot better
person,” Abdullah said. “To be a
good Muslim you have to beasmart

Muslim. It encourages you to read
and think.”

“No, it’s not really a religion,” said

Like Altunsu, Abdullah has in-

Zen group member and HSU history

& tegrated his student lifestyle with

Professor Lloyd Fulton, “because you’re

that of his religious lifestyle.
He misses some prayers because
one of his classes gets out at 12:50

not worshipping anything outside.
You're just sort of realizing your own
divinity and the divinity of everything.”
At 8 a.m. the first Za-zen, or sitting

p-m., which is past the time forone

JUDE TEMPLE/LUMBERJACK STAFF

s Muslim prayer sessions in Arcata,
t the University Quad.

ve

— While Altunsu was born into Islam, for some the religion offered a
better life later on.
Mohammed Abdullah, a social

ey
te

work junior Islam was the way to
go after realizing the Nation of Is-

lam was doing nothing for him.
li-

meditation, begins.

said.

10 minutes of Kin-hin, or sitting medita-

Abdullah turned to “true Islam”
four years ago, during his first se-

|

intentions” — until marriage.

Every Friday, Muslims are sup- |
posed to get together for one prayer
called Jumaa. The Friday prayer is
most related to Christians going to
church Sunday.

In Arcata, this prayer is held at
the Presbyterian church on the
corner of 1 lthand G streets from 7
to 9 p.m.
More information on the Islamic
Student Association can be found
at the Multicultural Center.

mystical experience. The trivialities of everyday life can become
a religious experience.”
Flanagan said he feels people often have a skewed view of the
world because they divide experiences up in their minds and
lump them together in ideas and concepts that don’t have a basis
in reality.
He said a major reason people do this is because of the way our
language works. Words are firm, precise and permanent while
reality is not.
This is often expressed when a Buddhist says, “The world is
an illusion,” or talks about the “transparency” of the world.
However, Flanagan says this leads to a common misconception.

“It’s not saying this (the world) is all an illusion...but our
interpretation of itis,” he said. “Reality is
not fixed, ever. It is flowing, ever-changing. (Zen) has a lot to do with under-

RELIGION

It lasts 30 minutes and is followed by

However, Muslims are not sup-

|
ve

|

of the five prayers.
His social life is going well, he
posed to date — except with “good
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Zen students search for nirvana
through self-study, meditation

mester at HSU.
In true Islam, Abdullah
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tion and then 30 more minutes of Zazen.
Gaia Pine, group member and co-director of CCAT and natural resources senior at HSU, thinks

some people have misconceptions about meditation.
“You don’t just float somewhere to some la-la land. Zen is
more to come back to where you are,” Pine said. “It is a

concentrated practice.”
Daniel Flanagan, group member and religious studies senior, agrees.
“To study Buddhism is to study yourself and studying
yourself entails doing things like just sitting there and experiencing the motion of your mind or the chirping of birds,”
Flanagan said. “The practice of Zen is the practice of awakening to ordinary life, opening to ordinary life, not some far off

standing the transparency of concepts.

“Any concept about Buddhism, if it is
not seen as transparent, is by its nature a
misconception,”he said. “Ofcourse, that
last sentence was just a concept.”
“Some people say it (Buddhism)

is

negating the phenomenal world. But it’s
not,” Pine said. “It’s diving right into it
but in a relational, interconnected way.”

Pine said Zen practice has made her a
more caring and compassionate person.
“Zen has made me become more intimate, with the earth and
everybody,” she said.
She said it has helped her to “dissolve the boundaries between I and you” and to make the lines our mind draws between
things “fuzzy.”
“Myselfhas become less ofa defined thing, more permeable,”
Pine said.
Flanagan has had the same experience.
“(Before Zen) my life was based primarily on the satisfaction

See Buddhism, page 18

easy quest) Christians search for souls at HSU
's to you about converting you ignore
ne you're rude to them. If they return a
discrimination many Jews go through

they are persistent enough to return a
m the process they must go through to

an incredible path to take,” he said. “I
nvestigate it. Itis not an easy quest, but

1as many different movements.

ire surprised to find that there are some
s

ordained rabbis who are atheist or

agnostic. In fact, Scharnberg himselfis agnostic,

“I don’t know if there is any god

like how people have characterized

it,” he said. “I don’t believe in an

interventionist god — a god who
doesn't listen to one person’s pain
but listens to another.”

He said he believes a god could

come In any form. “In Star Wars it
was ‘May the force be with you.’ I

look at that as a possibility,”

n faith butcommitment, someone does
sod to be Jewish, Scharnberg said. “In

‘asim toviM, which is the doing of good

\e righteOus person, even if they curse
se d.”
this semester, has

17 members. Tracy

nce semor, said it ig disappointing to
volved in the club, “[¢’s disheartening
ish comMunity is here,” she said. “I’m

eet again Decause it’s our community,
mmunity is,”

By Mark Winner
LUMBERJACK
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Some local Christians feel they are fighting with
one arm tied behind their back in the battle for souls
at HSU.
“There is a lot of sentiment out there on campus

that is just anti-Christian,” says Darrell Grytness,
assistant pastor of First Baptist Church of Arcata.
“You can talk about anything else on campus, but not
Christianity. It’s socially acceptable to put down
Christians. People would scream if what was said
about Christians was said about any other faith.”
Grytness said Christians endure a lot of stereotypes on campus, suchas “that we're narrow-minded,
that we’re homophobic, that we’re not compassionate towards the homeless.”
IIe says the media portray Christians in a particu-

larly bad light. “Christians are portrayed as the brunt
of jokes on TV — on sitcoms for instance.

Televangelists are another example. The media
picked up on that so much, It’s getting to be that no
one is trusted as a pastor anymore.”
Eric Leong, HSU Director of Campus Crusade
For Christ, agrees. “The moral fall ofa few religious

leaders has really soured things for a great many,”
Leong said. “Now that we’ve been labeled people
.
think that the message is bad as well.”
Teagan Moore, a senior and music major, sees
scme of the hostility towards Christians when he
works at his booth on the Quad for Bible Studies In
sep
set
The Old And New Testaments.
“Oh yeah, I get hostility. Jesus Christ said in the

See Christian, page 18

Music senior Teagan Moore and Freshman Dan Conger hand out information in the Quad to
students for a Bible study group.
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Buddhism -

Christian

¢ Continued from page 13

¢ Continued from page 13
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of my own personal needs and desires, grounded ina view of myself
as a distinct entity to be defended
and upheld in the world,” he said.
“Most of my energy was devoted
to serving myself. Now this is less
so. Now, I experience life differently. I’m not so self-centered.
“But Zen meditation is not a
self-improvement package — although I came to it with that attitude,” Flanagan said. “It’s really
almost necessary...but eventually
that needs to be seen through as
transparent.”
He said one of the paradoxes of
Buddhism is that a person tries to
lose their ego and become enlightened by ending their craving and
desire and yet desire is what makes
a person want to be enlightened.
Flanagan says that most people
start coming to the Zen group as
another step in ego gratification,
“because how much more can you
satisfy your ego than to tellit you’re
going to become a Buddha?”
Fulton agrees.
“Zen is accessible but one
shouldn’t engage in it to be cool or

“If you ask most of the people here
why they're involved, it’s because they
y | want to find peace of mind.”
LLOYD FULTON
HSU history professor and Zen group member

this is California.”

groovy,” Fulton said.
Many members of the group
are HSU students who came because they had to write a paper.
“Then they come again and
again and they stay for years and
years,” he said.
Fulton said most Zen groups in
Asia have a strict hierarchical
structure but here the character
of the group is similar to the character of the community.
“This is the most anarchistic
group I have ever been in. We
have

no

abbot,

talk and some don’t. I just want to
share the word,” Moore said. “It

says in the Bible that we are ambassadors for Christ, just as an
ambassador comes from another

country and shares about that
country. As Christians we’re sharing his message because he (Jesus)
is living. He is not just some dead

pan who says that Zen is dead in

In addition to the booth on the
Quad his group conducts a Bible
study and sometimes shows mov-

but is alive and well in Caliand we will import it back
they’re ready for it.”
you ask most of the people

peace of mind. It can be very rewarding in bringing peace to your
life. You can apply Zen to everything you do. It’s a very pleasing
feeling. As my Christian friends
point out, it’s just another way of
finding God.”

Fulton said. “We’re not supposed
to read books in the meeting. Zen
is pretty anti-intellectual, but hey,

Some people want to come and

martyr. He rose again. It’s an important decision. It’s notjust Coke

here why they’re involved,” Fulton
said, “it’s because they want to find

no officers,”

not there to fight with anybody.

However, he said Zen is doing
very well in California.
“There is this Zen master in JaJapan
fornia
when
“If

RELIGION

world you have tribulation. We’re

or Pepsi.”

ies with Christian themes on Friday nights. They have even shown
episodes of “The Twilight Zone.”
Grytness said this is a critical
time in the life of students.

“Eighty-five percent ofall Christians find the Lord by the age of
25. There are so many stresses in

a college students’ life that a relationship with God can be very
beneficial.”
He said about 20 percent of his

church are college students and
they are appreciated.
“We love them here. They adda
lot to the church,” he said. “The

way a lot of college students are
going these days it really makes
them shine.”
Grytness said people live in
troubled times today because
“truth has become relative. Students say, “God who? Is God an
idea?Is God a force? Hey, maybe

I’m god.”
He said a Christian’s life isn’t
perfect though.
“There are a lot of setbacks.
Life isn’t always what I want it to
be,” Grytness said. “But I go
through the day with a sense of
hope and destiny. Hope of being
with him (Jesus Christ).”

Burn, baby, burn — disco inferno.
12MB RAM/S00MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,

15° color monitor, 144 modem,

and all the software youre likely to need

Not the burger, pal —the killer computer.

Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but hey.

8MB RAM/500MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color monitor, 144 modem, keyboard, mouse

and all the software youre likely to need.

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh? easy. So easy,
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Drawing the LINES
Alonzo King exploits bodies as means of expression
By Marolyn Krasner

“Ballet is a science of the body that exploits that body like no other Western dance

CAMPUS EDITOR

pa

King and the 14 company members that
make up LINES have traveled the world
performing what some critics describe as a
mixture of classical ballet and ethnic dance

:

He compared a ballet to writing and other
forms of expression. “In the creation of a

eater Preview

San Francisco-based company in 1982.

more than

8

to feel something,” King said.

can,” said Alonzo King, who created the

For the founder and artistic director of LINES Contemporary
;
esse

When people go to see a ballet they “want

LINES
. Contempoary Ballet
Friday 8 p.m.
$12, $16 general

|

forms.

King disagrees with the critics’ categoriz-

ballet you’re expressing ideas. We’re writing with bodies,” King said.
“When I make a ballet I want it to have
clear thought,” he said.

King creates ballet for LINES with musi-

tributes to cultural exchange.

ing of his choreography.

cians such as jazz saxophonist Pharoah Sand-

Justlike cultures exchange foodsand spices,

ers and Johnson Reagon of Sweet Honey in

In a phone interview from New York, he _ ballet exchanges dance movements, he said.
“In King’s choreography, chaos and or-

ily expressingethnicdances.

der are in constant tension. Bodies seem

unlike traditional ballet in that some of the

always

movements are the same and it is an expres-

“When you dance it’s just

ing that categorizing LINES’
ballets as ethnic is the Western way of describing the
company’s ballets.
He said whenhecreatesaballet it may have movement that
reflects other cultures
which he at-
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will also choreograph Patrick Swayze in the

,

.

film

4,

LAT?

Ty

“Without a Word.

”

He said because there are a few famous

;

:
ballets like

orp

J
“The Nutcracker”

”

Cg
and “Swan

King said when he creates ballets he “trys | Lake” people think when they’ve seen those
to do something good” and “looks for the — they know what ballet is.
According to him, those are individual
same thing everyone in life is looking for.”
He said ballet routines have to make sense _ ballets and they do not represent ballet as an
art form.
—and they are always about something.

LINES
Contempoary
Ballet
Company’s Debra Rose is one of 14
dancers whowill bring their “science”
to HSU’s Van Duzer Theatre Friday.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY
DAWN LETAK

\ J

King said he wants to get a definite point
across with his choreography.
“You want to distill things to their essence,” he said.
“We want to find out what will express an
idea like no other thing can,”he said. “It’s a
lot of work because you’re looking for a
definitive.”
For those who are curious of what they

sioned to create stage works for The Joffrey — willsee atthe company’s Friday performance
Ballet and Dance Theatre of Harlem. He
King said “they'll see great dancing.”

_—

en

on the verge of losing control, of

unseen hand (or a partner) yanks the lan| guishing dancer into taut alertness,” wrote
David Gere, aSan Francisco Chronicle critic.
King, who studied at the School ofAmerican Ballet and the Harkness House of Ballet
Arts, has worked as a dancer with Bella
Lewitzky Dance Company and Lucas
Hoving and Glen Tetley.
Asa choreographer
he has been commis-

/

King said LINES’ form of ballet is not

succumbing to dizziness or malaise, untilan _ sion of the music.

movement,” he said explain-

fi

_ the Rock.

said LINES is not necessar-

‘Classics jazzed up for A.M. Jazz Big Band
, Jazz Combos
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The HSU A.M. Jazz Big Band
and Jazz Combos will make their
semester debut at “An Evening of
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HSU students Jared Coyle, Nate Miller, Keith Jose, Sky Ladd and Dave Bayes (from left) make
up The Friday Quintet, one of three combos performing Friday with the A.M. Jazz Big Band.
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The four-piece Tuesday combo
will play Parker s “Blues for Alice
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the piece 1s a contemporary funk
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He decided
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— “Povo” and — which all the players should
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vorce became a right for both
men and women.
¢ Although Martin Scorsese
is shooting crap with his latest
film, “Casino,” he plans to come
clean with his next project — a
biopic about the Dalai Lama.
The film is being scripted by
“E.T.” screenwriter Melissa
Matheson and is scheduled to
start production early next
year.
¢ Courtney Love proves she
can sling more than a punch in
March’s “Feeling Minnesota.”
The punk drama queen will
portray a pancake house waitress opposite Keanu Reeves.
Rumor has it her acting was so
authentic she snagged tips from
real-life customers.

¢ Cool Hair Luke Perry is leaving “Beverly Hills, 90210” to try
his hand at a movie career.
Hope it lasts longer than “8
Seconds.”
¢ Some ofIreland’s hottest stars
| proved last week that where there
_ isa will, there is a way.
_
Van Morrison, U2 and others

— Carrie Bell
ee

PAUL

RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

oN

® Fashion

Designer
Frames

O.D.

Lenses

Lab on premises

onaworld beat when Carstenson

sion and the vast landscape in
between — but Carstenson’s
passion runs deep enough to
paint new metaphors and draw
different conclusions.
Carstenson is surely someone

jority could probably find something suitable among the bleeps,
blips, whistles and echoes on
this compilation.

@ |mmediate

Eye Exams

niques when the songs were first
penned.
The songs, originally com-

posed in the *50s and ’60s, are
all re-engineered in orthophonic
high fidelity recording making
the vibraphone twang clearly on
“Delicado” and the eccentric
instrumentations of Esquivel,

@ 826-7194

E

making for pleasant blend of
acoustic alchemy. “Angel,” a
Jimi Hendrix original, even takes

nal — love, hate, bliss, depres-

If people needed theme music to mark entrances and exits
like cartoon characters, the ma-

speed manipulations, distortion
and equalization — all new tech-

ENTE
PR

The album crosses new age,
jazz, easy listening and folk lines

to watch for. Good things, once
found out, spread like wildfire.
— Carrie Bell

its multi-tracking, reverb, tape

@ One day service available

1731 G St., Arcata
Next to Subway

somewhat similar to that of Joni
Mitchell, Rickie Lee Jones, Melissa Ferrick and other more
modern new age vocalists. Her
voice complements her talents
at the harp and piano as well.

is joined by a chorus similar to
Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
Her topicsaren’t exactly origi-

“Space Age Pop: Melodies and
Mischief Volume 1”
RCA

The album is a lot of fun with

eAll
Prescriptions
Filled

e Contact

Various

Henry Mancini and Sid Bass

Martin Lawrence
“Funk It”
EastWest

Dee Carstensen

“Regarding the Soul”
Exit Nine

Maybe

this comedy

stead of a parental advisory
sticker.
Nothing is taboo for the star
of “Martin,” who discusses ev-

tain things that make us feel a little
bit better: a hot cup of tea, a nap,
curling up with someone special.

erything from washing your be-

With hernew CD, Dee Carstenson

hind and “Executive

has added herself to that list.
Carstenson has a soothing voice

E

N

T

§

ARUN TTA
ame

Cm rcaa lates (comedy

This performance supported in part with funds from the
California Arts Council, a state agency, and the National
ea
Cee
ote me lair a

Every Wednesday
PROGRESSIVE

il

NVA

Imports & Microbrews

8-9 p.m....50¢/glass
75¢/glass

SPONSORED BY KXGO

RAE eel.

we Camel

10- 11 p.m...$1.00/glass

emssei

11-12 p.m....$1.25/glass

PATRIA

Fridays

Saturday, January 27 / Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
COMING

Be

1/2 Liter Night!
Alabama Slammers
Purple Hooters

Long Island Iced Teas

$3.50 each

Frosted Cocktails!

saturdays

$2.75

Late Night

Margaritas
Daquiris
Pina Coladas

SOON...

SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK
SPONSORED BY

BEER NIGHT!

Thursday Night
‘p®SSSSSSSOCSCSCSCSSSESOECSESES

Ba Eau

Happy- Hour

9 p.m. - midnight

Bagels

UA

Free

AS ®
HSU

ts an AA/EO

institution

No One

Under 21!

865 9th Street

Popcorn

Pussy”

See Rants & Raves, page 21

is
S

album

should have a bad taste alert in-

In stressful times, there are cer-

S8SSSSSSSS8SSES8SS

|
|

Bob Thompson uses a full chorus and orchestra on “The Little
Black Box” whereas Perez Prado
prefers the salsa flavor of “Why
Wait.”
There is a little something for
everyone who enjoys all that is
unique and creative when listening to the “Bachelor Pad Music” of
years gone by.
— Carrie Bell

OOS

|
_

put on a concert to raise money
forthe fight against Ireland’s centuries-old ban on divorce.
Thegovernment proved it was
listening when two days later di-

Rants & Raves

- 7 T.V.’s

mst oeDlo lana Dyin) ats Diveul
822-2302
Arcata
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_ (which he claims is better be-

eration.

_ cause the man has money to
| spend) to marrying virgins (who
are also better) and “Jesus’

Just about every band popular
with MT'V’s faithful can be found
on the CD. Bush, Elastica , Sponge
and Belly throw in some very char-

' Chicken.”

'

Most of the jokes are sexist,

acteristic tunes.

racist and cliché. Lawrence is

vulgar and a

little egocentric.

| Even the pieces that are funny
get repetitive and are unlikely to

_ stand the test of time.

_

One shining point is the “’70s

| Heckle”

where

an

audience

_ memberand Lawrence exchange

| bits of nostalgia about the disco
decade.

Silverchair is as annoying as

usual on its “Stoned.”
Humboldt County favorites
Sublime also appear with its blend
of reggae and rap on “Smoke That
Joint.”
Kudos to the producers for including some smaller and less
mainstream bands as well. Girls

— Carrie Bell

Against Boys, named a band to
look out for by Rolling Stone last
month, add the distortion hea

| Various

“Cruise Your New Baby Fly Self.”
Tracks by Archers of Loaf, Wax,
Squirtgun and The Goops (cool

| “Mallrats” soundtrack
| MCA

Whoever

compiled

this

soundtrack surely wanted it to

female-fronted band with lots of
energy) are all worth checking out.
The soundbites from the sopho-

more effort by director Kevin
Smith aren’t as funny as clips
from “Clerks,” but still tickle the
funny bone.
— Carrie Bell
Various

“Goldeneye” soundtrack
Virgin
Don’t jump out of any tall
buildings or race your car that
doubles as a boat to get the CD
to the latest James Bond film. It
Just isn’t worth more than a slow
waltz to the record store.
Tina Turner turns in a rather
paltry theme as compared past
ones performed by the likes of
Carly Simon and Duran Duran.
Eric Serra finishes the CD with
several creative instrumentals.
“We Share the Same Passions”
has a classical influence whereas
“Ladies First” has a “Shaft” flair
to it.

— Carrie Bell

Kachimbo to spice up Arcata
with salsa beats, dance rhythms
“We

By Nora Whitworth

play in Arcata once a

month,” Penalosa said. “There isa

CALENDAR EDITOR

complex. The trick is too play it

whole salsa dance phenomena happening in Arcata.”
Most of the eight members of
Kachimbo have been involved in
Afro-cuban music for many years.
Penalosa said some have been gaining experience since 1978.
Although Penalosa admits
Kachimbo is a large band, he argues it isn’t a a loud one.
“We don’t wantto lose our hear-

well and make it look easy,” he

ing either,” he said.

said,

Kachimbo has a large following
in Arcata due to the popularity of

Salsa lovers can dance to the
exotic beats of Kachimbo when it

performs at 9 p.m. on Friday in the
Celebration Hall in Arcata.
David Penalosa, music director
for Kachimbo describes their mu-

sic as Afro-cuban inspired salsa
music.

“The rhythm is very ancient and

Kachimbo is based in Arcataand

regularly plays in the area. The
band will take the act to Berkeley in
December.

SDEL

Om

(salsa music and Kachimbo) have
mutually reinforced each other.”
Kachimbo plays dance music versus jazz music and meets the growing demand for partner dancing.
“It’s definitely a dance-boogie,”
he said of Kachimbo’s performances. “The beat is very hip. It’s
something a couple can do together
and have fun.”
Musical arrangements are designed with dancers in mind.
“(The relationship) is mutually
symbiotic. The band inspires the
dancers and the dancers definitely
inspire the band,” he said.

Celebration Hall is located on

salsa dancing.
“I think the band came along at
the right time,” he said. “The two

matter

how

early you
a project,
seems to
to beating

get started on
it always
come down
the clock.

o‘s
nk
ki
the copy center
1618 G Street, Arcata w (707) 822-8712
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Sth Street, Eureka w (707) 445-3334

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day

HORROR/SCI-FI ¢ FOREIGN ¢ FILM NOIR * CLASSICS

Ww
VIDEO

May,

EXPERIENCE

Featuring a wide selection of
unique movies that you

want fo see..

400 ©

eArcataeCA

826-1105

JIdV1 NO SHOOE

*SOISSV1D *AGAWOD

HSILIUE «AL O88

the corner of 16th and L streets.
All ages are welcome to attend.

(LIBEP
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4)HSU MUSIC

m DEPARTMENT

* Cypress Hill “Ill Temp! es Of Boom” * Coolio “Gangsta

; Smashing |Pumpkins “Mellon Collie” * Passenger Sd
John | Hiatt “Walk On” * Lazy-E“Eternal E”
0 Tom Joad”
teen “The GhostOf

-u Traeyboots “Mrhie Smith’
Saith> « The eesBeatles>. WhoAnthology
“Vol
“Who's Next”
“New Beginnings”
Bonnie Raitt "Road Tested” DwightYoakam “Gone”
. - Pharcyde “Labeabinca if?

° Rolling Stones En
ah Game

@
Dec. 1

PRESENTS

@

A.M. Jazz Big Band
Jazz Combos

Dec. 2

Percussion Ensemble
Calypso Band

Dec.3

Madrigal

Dec. 9

Humboldt Symphony

Singers

Call Concert Line at 826-5436 or
Music Dept. Office at 826-3531
for more

~ Arcata 826-7007

1040 H St. «etween 10th & Lith)

#SdwlwVLNIWNDOG »

sell to the alternative-loving X Gen-
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need
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TATE THEATRES |BARGAIN F

Hwy 101 & Indianola Rd. oy
442-3170
$3.60 child’

senior

NOW

PLAYING

|

KADHIMGO 2"

AFRO-CUBAN

INSPIRED DANCE

BAND

nor

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1ST
Power
Nick

9:00 P.M.

(PG13)

of Time

CELEBRATION HALL
16TH & L © ARCATA ® $5 AT THE DOOR

(R)

Weekend Matinees

Only $3.00
Movies change on Fridays.

Largest Selection of NEW CDs
on the North Coast
TOP DOLLAR PAID for USED CDs
Cash or trade credit

THE METRO
CDS & TAPES

(707) 822-1909

8378

Call Now!!!

1°

124 Second Street

Eureka, CA 95501

Ne

HUMBOLDT
Sens
UNIVERSITY

VW

445e3155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

COLONY INN
APARTMENTS

“For Musicians ...

Athens

$270*

Madrid

Tokyo

$289*

$265*

Hong Kong $325*

Z

°

,

CSaver

$229*

5

~

\

New York

$159*

HUNGRY?

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

EURAILPASSES

\

(101 NORTH)
TRINIDAD

DAY Sr asav2aurs.

Birthday

DRI

Present

Souvenir
bo eet vours,

|

O7 7-361
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ON LINE
http: / /lumberjack.humboldt.edu

contact

Jay VerLinden. Chair
Department of Speech
Communication
|
826-3252
I9v1'“ axe. humboldt.edu

ARCATA

DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11AM

PT

\ wonderful
Christmas
Present

/

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS.

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES

530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Ste. 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

7

WE PLAY EXCITING:
iy
k “ft
HIGH STAKES INDIAN;BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY SUNDAY.
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

$382*
$249*
$249*
$335*

Council Travel

3

a

Bangkok
San Jose
Guatemala
Quito

Fares are each way from San Francisco based on a
roundtrip purchase. Restrictions apply and taxes are not
included. Call for other worldwide destinations.

WATCH

|

455 Union Street @ Arcata

By Musicians”

Frankfurt

G StT* ARCATA? ON THE PLAZA
OpEN 7 DAYS 822-9019
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Men’s basketball set
to live on the road
m ‘Jacks must play eight
of their next 10 games
on the road.
By Steve Gress
SPORTS EDITOR -

HSU’s men’s basketball team should get
pretty used to playing on the road because

eight of its next 10 games are away from the
friendly confines of the East Gym.
“We would prefer to have home games
intermixed but at this time of the year you
would have to play on the weekends because of finals,” head Coach Tom Wood

said. “Most of the travel is a reciprocation
for last year or for next year.
“We need to learn to win on the road and
win back-to-back on the road so we will get
a chance to do that,” Wood said.

The Jacks are coming off two road losses
at the Denver Tournament. Wood wasn’t

pleased
pecially
“We
pointer

with the team’s shot selection, esfrom behind the three-point line.
are committed to taking the threeand we’re going to stick with it,”

Wood said. “But were also going to make a

new commitment and that is to make the
three-pointer.”
“We played where the NBA’s Nuggets
play so they had the three-point line, the

new NBA line and the old faded out

NBA

line,” Wood said. “We took several shots

from the old line and I don’t know if some
of us can throw the ball that far.”
Inaddition to better shot selection, Wood

wants his team to be more patient on the
offensive end and pass more, something the
team did when it was successful in winning
its own tournament Nov. 17-18.
“Weneed to be more patient on offense,”
Wood said. “There were times against
Westmont where we didn’t make more than
three passes. If the fast break isn’t there we
need to move the ball around and make the

other team play defense.”

Even with a two-game losing streak,
Wood said the team is in good spirits.
“The mood is perfect,” Wood said. “We
came off two good wins and we thought
things would be easy. Yesterday’s (Monday) practice was one of the best of the
year.”
“This team is committed to a winning
season. Their spirits are up and we think
we will be a fine basketball team,” Wood

said. “We are not going to let two early
losses on the road throw us in the tank.”
Toby Tollack has been a steady performer for the Jacks, averaging 15.5 points
a game while Chuck Legan has followed
with 11.0 points a contest.
The Jacks take on a strong Western Or-

1

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Vince Zinselmeir passes the ball to Sean McCartney (5) earlier in the year.

egon State team Friday which hasn’t lost on
its Own court in quite a while.
“I don’t think they have lost there in a

McCanless steps up to lead
Lady ’Jacks to first victory

couple of years, but I don’t think they are as
goodas Denver University,” Wood said. “they
will present plenty of problems for us.”

Flores fights flu
to finish fourth
By Jeff Viera

By Steve Gress
SPORTS EDITOR

Stepping up in big games is what
Tami McCanless is all about.

McCanless, a sophomore, has
been one ofthe saving graces in the
early season for the HSU women’s

basketball team. The 5 foot 6 inch

guard from Ferndale High scored

a career-high 27 points in just 24

minutes last Friday to help the
Lady ‘Jacks pick up their first win

of the season.

“Tami has played real well for
us with her penetrating ability and

‘never give up’ attitude has been
infectious,” head Coach Pam Mar-

tin said,

McCanless was on fire from the
floor, connecting on 10-of-15 shots

including 2-of-4 from beyond the

three-point line.

“She played just awesome,”
Martin said. “She had that aggres-

sive attitude on offense like she
always does ondefense. She helped
to create for others.”
McCanless isn’t one who likes

to take all the credit, saying it was
her teammates that helped get her

open for her shots.
“Everybody played well,”
McCanless said. “Erin (Bishop)

was setting some good screens and
kept drilling this girl and that
helped me get open.”

McCanless also drew a little inspiration from her defenders who
were “talking a little trash.”
“That’s okay,” McCanless said.
“There are ways to shut that up.”
Friday also saw the school assist
record for a single game tied by
junior transfer Deanna Viscuso,
who dished off 15 times, 13 in the

McCanless saw time last year as
a freshman coming off the bench.
She collected 50 steals last year
and scored in double figures seven
times. The three-sport star from
Ferndale knows the team will only
improve as the season goes on,

especially when senior Keri Rocha
returns to the lineup.
Rocha, who missed the first four

games and played sparingly last
Saturday due to a sprained right

ankle, is expected to provide a
powerful one-two punch from the
outside.
“We feel pretty good about this

second half to tie the mark set by
Kathy Oliver.
“Deanna played a great game,”

year’s team especially when we get

of rough games on the road. It’s

Erin will do well.”
“With Keri we have that perim-

McCanless said. “She had a couple

tough to learn a new system but
she was making some great passes.
I wish she would have broken the
record.”
“We felt that Deanna had great

vision and could distribute the
ball,” Martin said. “Right now she

is thinking too much but that hap-

pens when you transfer. She will

only get better as she goes through
the program.”

Keri back,” McCanless said. “She

will help to open the inside up and
eter threat on both sides of the

court and it will take the pressure
offof Tami. She should get better
shot selection,” Martin said.

Martin said there won’t be any
competition between the two getting shots.

“They both start and they know

that it will open up the game with

See Basketball, page 24

the team then had an unexpected five-hour layover in San
Francisco.

For the HSU women’s cross
country team, the journey to
the Nov. 18 NCAA Division II
Championship was hell.
It showed mostin the results
as the women’s team finished a
disappointing 16th in the nation.

Despite fighting the flu, Sara
Flores capped offher HSU career by finishing fourth in the
5,000-meter race. Her time of

17:24 and fourth-place finish
was the highest placement ever
by a HSU women’s runner at
the national meet.
“We were hoping for a top
10 finish and maybe even Sara
finishing first,” Assistant
Coach Chris Parmer said. “Despite all the problems that occurred I think they did the best

they could.”
According to Parmer, it took
the team almost a full day to
reach the championships in
Spartanburg, S. C. After getting a brief delay out of Arcata,

Due to more weather problems, the team became stuck

in the Midwest and was sent to
a hotel while the airlines
scrambled to get themto South

Carolina. Upon reaching the
hotel, the team was called back

to the airport and given another flight.
Parmer estimated the team
had less than fourhours ofsleep
before arriving at the meet.
“They didn’t get enough
sleep or get on a good eating
schedule. It was an extremely
exhausting
experience,”
Parmer said.
Kim Sousa was the next
highest HSU finisher with a
75th place mark. Courtney
Cannizzaro finished 22 seconds behind her.
“We gave it our best and
couldn’t have asked for anything more,” Parmer said. “I
think they were bummed about
their finish but they enjoyed
the whole experience.”
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Dedication to the game
lM Women’s lacrosse team overcomes
financial and administrative problems to
reach the field.
way to unite the team and show

By Sarah Collins
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In its 10th year at HSU there
is one aspect of the women’s

lacrosse team that stands out —
its dedication to the game.
The team has persevered
through the trials that plague

TOURNAMENTS

nearly every club team, includ-

WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
December 9
Only $5 for HSU Students, $10 for
community members.
Register December 7

hard

work,”

Douglass

said.

“Games are a lot of fun and it’s
good to be around people who

really enjoy lacrosse.”

While this is its first home game,
the team traveled to Davis for a

in time for its alumni game Sat-

tournament in late October.
“Davis was really competitive,”
Coach Gail Hall said. “We played
teams from St. Marys, Berkeley

urday on the Events Field at

and an East Bay club team.”

ing financial and administrative
problems. Nowithas putall the
pieces back together again just

noon.
The women’s lacrosse team

It is the last tournament of the year so
get ready to GRAPPLE!

the players how much fun the sport
can be, Douglass said.
“A lot of times it’s just practice
after practice and you only see the

Douglass said the team did well

has about 20 players — mostly

even though most of the players
were rookies.

rookies — while the alumni
team has 15 players. This game
is its first
e at home this

Douglass said. “It was the first

year and the team would like to

“There were only three or four
of us who had played before,”

time the rookies ever saw a game
and they did great.”
One reason why the team is doing so well this year is because of
its new coach, Douglass said.
“I love Gail,” Douglass said.

The last time Hall coached a
lacrosse team it earned a third
place finish in the league.
Amid the bonus of having a
great coach this year, one problem the team faces is it isn’t
supported as much as other
sports on campus, Douglass
said.
“It’s hard to find field space,
we don’t have any money and
they cut more money every
oasis" Douglass said. “We have
a lot of away games and nothing is paid for and that gets
really expensive.”
Douglass feels one reason for
the lack of support is the
women’s lacrosse team isaclub
team and doesn’t reap the benefits of intercollegiate status.
“It’s hard when you have a
team that has the potential and
the talent but not the field
space,” Hall said.
The key to surpassing their
financial problems has been

“She’s an excellent coach and has
a lot of experience.”

fund raising, such as garage
sales and raffles, and charging
$150 in dues to players.
“We work together on fundraisers so everyone who wants
to play can play,” Douglass said.
“Money shouldn’tbe theissue.”

two good outside shooters,” Martin said.
Martin is just hoping Rocha will

ankle and our court system we

Jennifer Smith, who was named to

be available when the squad trav-

out of it.”

have student support.
“Hopefully a lot of people
will turn out because that’s always a really good motivator

for people to play hard,” player
Lucy Douglass said.
The alumni game is a good

Basketball
© Continued from page 23

ANNOUNCEMENTS

els to Oakland to battle Patten
College.
“Right now she is in jury duty,”

Registration for all Spring 1996
intramural sports begin
January 22 at 8:30am, arrive
early to reserve a spot for your team
Sign up your friends, a niece, a nephew,
a cousin, and or any child you know for

Martin said at a press conference
Tuesday. “Between a sprained

McCanless has led the team in

the all-tournament team of the
Thanksgiving Classic along with
McCanless, is chipping in with just
under eight points a game.

scoring with a 17.2 points-per-

“Jennifer came into her own

might not have her for the whole
season. I’m just hoping she got

game average while grabbing 4.6
rebounds a game. Bishop is second with 14 points a game while

Humboldt Surf
Company

December 20-22 or December 26-29

$15 for a full day, $8 for a half day.
Sign them up by December 19.

her shot.”
Lumberjack Classifieds

826-3928
JOHN LOPEZ

Humboldt State’s Intramural

Mini Sports Camp.

(during the tournament),” Martin
said. “She needs to look for her
shot more instead of getting it to
everybody else. This weekend allowed her to see she could make

BODY PIERCING
The finest in cold water surf equipment

* Surfboards from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

- Wet

Suits -

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

* Skateboards from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

- Snowboards from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!

‘Clothes From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

Plus shoes, used gear, repairs
& advice
93> Ninth St., ‘Areata
across from the Co-op

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

$5

Student Discount

Lowest Priced Jewelry
on Earth!
CMAA Certified

NEW

LOCATION!!!

826-2652
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Gridiron stars .
receive honor

Senior Carl Posey, above, was
named to the All-West Region
team for the second straight

|
|

:

year. Posey made 47 tackles
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and

had

a team-high

sacks. The defensive tackle
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Senior tight end Randy Matyshock, above, led the
Northern California Athletic Conferencein catches with
41 and was second in yards with 546. Junior center

Chris Butterfield, left, was the anchor for the offensive

line which helped the ‘Jacks average 430 yards and 35

“a

’

points
a game.

a

for losses.

Sidelines Sports Bar

PHOTOS BY KEITH
SHEFFIELD
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|

it out.
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East 6
Hall 95521
Nelson Calif.
___-" Arcata,
826-5921
7)@axe.hu
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ICHABOD’S BILLIARDS \ Niemiec
STUDENTS!
° REDUCED
WEEKDAY
NOON-5P.M.

named
RATES

MON, - FRI.

GTE

to

team

eOVER 40 DIFFERENT BEERS
INCCUDING LOCAL MICRO-EREWS

eTHURSTY TAURSDAY!
$1 PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS

7PM-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

“TRE

ONLY

PLACE

Junior offensive lineman Mark
Niemiec was named to the GTE
Academic All-District VIII foot-

Salk lets fae Many.

The junior from Crestline has a
TO

SHOOTI”

615 STH ST., EUREKA ¢ 442-2989

21 AND OVER PLEASE!

3.5 OBA

in engineering.

Niemiec, a 6-3, 265-pound left

tackle, was the only Northern California Athletic Conference player
to be named to the team.
KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
Mark Niemiec was named to the academic All-America team

4% Organic Espresso & Local Foods
4 Fresh Juices & Smoothies

[7S aa

AY

era-SV Retna
Peed
ie

7:00am Everyday

the pros go to war on live TV.

Between

Only NTN, with its exclusive NFL/QB1 license,

768

can bring you this close to the action.
SO GET IN THE GAME!

G &

18th St.

He

Discount

Northtown

for pre-paia

early

orders

¢ Arcata ° 826-7543

NTN also offers interactive Trivia competition 14 hours
daily. Play Tuesday's Showdown in live international

eaeeeisen

,

Turkeys

Open...

when you pede! querbac
pays”k Shows, Du Sot wory sou te St

wa

Tofu

* Daily Specials

RS \
NMBA
\
S
LAY (O} Ex) HERE

ey
awarded to top network players.

SIU RICTe)

Catering & Take Out
* Breakfast ALL Day

general trivia competiton and Thursday's live

Wannabes
Sports Grill

109 4th Street, Eureka

445-9327
CALL NOW TO RESERVE A PLAYMAKER!

When you advertise in

The Lumberjack
ANYTHING

is possible!

Call the
Ad Department

Try our improved Advantage Jacket
Come check out our variety of factory seconds
and discontinued products!

MOONSTONE
E xTREME

GOOD

SENSE.

eOur Sales Reps will
call on you
eSpace reservation

deadline: 4 p.m.
Friday before

publication
eMost design wor
at no cost to you
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The Union's termination

is a loss for the community

(~~ Okay LEMME GET THIS...
HunoREDS

FIRED

FROM

JoBS

Just

BeroRne CurIsTMAS.., LOCAL

109-year tradition will come to an end Thursday. The
Arcata Union, which was founded in 1886, will publish

NEWSPAPER

its final edition.

Patrick O’Dell, publisher of The Union and its sister publication, The Redwood Record, cites two reasons for terminating both
papers: “skyrocketing” newsprint costs and an increase in postage rates.

with The Humboldt Beacon, it will devote fewer than four pages to

CLEAN

OuT

DESK BY END of DAY” Hey/

WHo

THE HELL15 THI!

Newsprint prices, typically accounting for about 20 percent of a

newspaper’s expenses, have indeed been increasing at a dramatic rate —
40 percent in 10 months alone.
Although The Union publisher Patrick O”Dell plans to cover Arcata

CLOSES...

tA
ii

rere

7

Arcata news — less than one-fourth currently covered in The Union.
O’Dell’s logic can also be questioned by giving one reporter the responsibility of covering Arcata, Eureka — the county’s seat with more than
30,000 people — and McKinleyville, an area large enough to deserve its
own paper.

Papers are supposed to provide subject matter as diverse as the people
making news. This task will be nearly impossible as reporters are forced
to stretch themselves thinner and thinner in order to cover the circulation
area lost when The Record and The Union close.
Besides serving as an entry-level career opportunity for HSU journalism graduates, the closing of The Union affects all the residents of Arcata.
The city’s lone community source of information has been silenced
forever.

This means aside from the scant coverage of Arcata in The Beacon,

Arcatans will be forced to obtain local information from the Eureka
Times-Standard.

Potentially, this situation could foster shoddy journalism. Reporters

could use the absence of competition as an excuse for irresponsible and
less-than-aggressive reporting, which would be a disservice to the community.

missed.
Whatever the true reason for its termination, The Union will be

Arcata sucks
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Panhandlers
nation with marijuana? Why do people run
around on April 20? Don’t these idiots know

rcata is a nice place to live, but I

sure wouldn’t want to visit here.

Liquid

Every time someone comes up
here and wants to be entertained I sort of

Lunch

throw up my hands and gesture towards

some kind of smoking device. When that

fails I pull open the curtains enough to see

it’s pouring rain and I try to think of a
delicate way to tell my guests they drove 12
hours to watch ESPN and eat bagels. It’s
sad, but for some reason it always works out
that way.

David Chrisman
e

Se

I’m somewhat of a local and when people
perpetuate the stereotypes of the North
Coast, I’m quick to argue otherwise. There’s
the pot thing, there’s the hippie thing and

I was going to tell a story about how one
day the clouds parted and I walked through

upstaged by those frantically twirling dirt surfers.
Not to sound cynical,

the Plaza and didn’t smell patchouli oil and
didn’t get offered any herbs, but now that |
think about it there were a few hippies lurking aboutand I wasalittle Irie. It might have
been drizzling too, but the point is, this
town isn’t always the rainy Woodstock
people make it out to be.

There are plenty of subgroups that get
completely overshadowed by hippies. What

about all the loggers who sit around in bars

all day modeling their ass-cracks and throwing popcorn at the waitresses? These fine

home, light upahooter and watch Jeopardy,
for Pete’s sake. Maybe you'll learn some-

thing. I'll take drug holidays for $200, Alex.

Why is it that when I tell people I live in
Humboldt County I always get special treat-

ment, like I never leave the house without a

Arcatans always get ignored.

there’s the rain thing.

Hitler was born on that same day? Stay

What about the people who work on their

at the
cars, drink beers and beat their kids all
part of
same time? These people are a big
always
this city but for some reason they’re

but I’ve never lived in a

town that people move to
because it doesn’t have

any jobs.
And why is it always a

potleafon the Humboldt

T-shirts?

There

LS

brick of weed?

MaybeI’maholdout. Maybel’moncrack.
Did you ever think about that? After all, I
was born in Inglewood.

I have a lot of Colombian friends and |
have enough respect to wait until we leave
the airport before asking them for my souvenir kilo. Well, now that I think about it, I
ss

Southern California sometimes (say this 10
times fast).
Why is it always rain people complain

about? What about ice or fog or just plain

bad weather? It doesn’t rain that much, but

nine times out of 10 you don’t need a friggin’
weather satellite to know leaving the house
is a bad idea.
What about fat ladies who wear tank tops
and ride horseback? What about four-way
stop signs where people actually have to get
out of their cars and flip a coin to decide

who gets to go first? What about road kill

that’s bigger than most cars? What about
being the only town on the planet that
doesn’t have a Taco Bell?
I guess what I’m trying to say is that
tree-hugging lice farmers
and marijuana growers
have given this town sucha
reputation that orangehaired, malt liquor drinking, basketball dunking,
12-corndog eating, white
trash kicking, video tape

There are plenty of subgroups that get completely
overshadowed by hippies. What about all the loggers
who sit around in bars all day modeling their asscracks and throwing popcorn at the waitresses?

are

plenty of other drugs in

neglected
this town that are consistently
:

when it’s time to design clothing.
ed fasciWhy do people have this outdat

don’t have many Colombian friends, but |
think you get my point.
It sucks being the substance Santa for

pirating, bar-blacklisted in-

dividuals like myself are ignored like a post-prom can-

ker sore.

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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Letters to the editor
Pro-life advertisement
was not appreciated
—_

Greg Magnus
A little pornography
does a body good
I think people take smut for granted.
It’s an important subject — smut,
dirty pictures. Normal versus not normal. Important, but hard to define.

I think the whole smut/art debate is
wonderful. The most interesting aspect of smut is sometimes it can be fun
to look at and sometimes it can get

you in big-time trouble.
Living in a country that — for the
most part — doesn’t believe in prior

restraint means you can say, write or
do pretty much anything you want.

Complications arise when people
don’t appreciate what you have to

say.
That's essentially what happened
to the two Student Access
Gallery
artists: They took some photographs

of naked women,

put Reet up

ina

gallery and soon sher were ae to
take down specific images because
someone got upset.

And while the whole issue of censorship got beat around by everyone,
I think two important points were

missed: No one had any say in what
the artists were going to put up before
the show and, if there were any com-

pace, there were guidelines to
e followed.

The artists were free to make the
decisions of what pictures to take,
what pictures to display and how to
arrange the show.
They were fully
responsible for the acceptance or re-

jection of their art.
That’s the beauty of the First
Amendment.

We have laws outlining what can

and cannot be said or displayed in
public and there are rules regarding
the procedure for censorship in the
Student Access Gallery. These were

broken — orat least bent — by the art
department in obvious violation of
the guidelines set-up by the Student

Access Gallery and

the Associated

Students.
Thisis the pointin the debate where
journalism students — and hopefully
a
law and philosophy students
as well — get nervous.
The discussion of what qualifies as
art or the intrinsic value of certain
photographs is essential to understanding each other. Yet, if there are
rules regarding what can and cannot
be said and those rules are ignored or
broken, it smacks of ignorance or fascism — both disturbing concepts considering the educational nature of this
discussion and the professors’ roles

in it.
Dirty
help io

pictures are important. The
ae how oe feel aes

sex, about each other and ourselves.

Some people don’t like to look at

them, and that’s OK because some

people think Bob Dole’s rhetoric is
Justas dangerous and harmful as some
images in a dirty magazine.
And everybody has the freedom to

I would just like to say that I feel the onesided anti-abortion propaganda placed in
the paper Nov. 17 should have been left in
the hospitals and clinics.
It was too biased and did not discuss any
of the major problems associated with un-

wanted pregnancies. A big percentage of
these terminated pregnancies are rape or
unreported date rape-associated. A lot are
from poor welfare and non-welfare mothers
who can’t afford to lose the rest of their life

ahead of them.
How do you expecta teenage girl to finish
high school ifshe has a bad pregnancy and is
stuck on the couch for four to five months?

I agree birth control has solved a lot of these

problems, but if you believe
control device is 100 percent
you are a lot more naive than
read your literature. I know
birth control pills aren’t 100

that any birth
effective then
you think. Go
for a fact that
percent effec-

tive because I have two sons because of the
fact.
One answer given was adoption. Well, if
the decision was hard to have an abortion in

week six think how hard it will be to give the

child away in week 40. Another suggestion
stuffed in are foster and adoption services. I
could go on and on with just as much negative as there is positive to the abortion issue
so leave it to the doctors and hospitals and
families. Keep it out of the papers.
Steve McKinstry
forestry senior

I am curious to know why an issue of
Human Life Alliance of Minnesota Inc. was
in the last issue of The Lumberjack? I was
casually going about my normal weekly reading and lo and behold a wonderful picture

of an unborn baby and the words “She’s a

child not a choice” struck me in my face.
Seriously, who put this in The LumberJack and why? It’s bad enough that women
around the world are being judged for a
decision that is theirs and theirs alone.
I wonder ifthe same men and women that
made up this issue of “She’s a child not a
choice” are the same people that complain
about welfare and their rising taxes. Where

are they when children are starving in our
streets? Sitting nice and cozy in suburbia?
Why not work on that problem instead of
brainwashing people with lies like a fetus

had feet at six weeks after conception?

An educated individual knows that a fe-

tus is barely detectable in the uterus. In fact,

abortions are not even performed until seven

weeks after conception because the cell is

not even detectable by a gynecologist. It’s

amazing that people are concerned about a

realistic art showing in the Art Building
being offensive when the most offensive
thing that I have seen all semester is in our

campus newspaper.
Christina Ramos

sociology senior

Food Not Bombs volunteer
responds to reader mail

voice their opinion, right?
Magnus is a journalism senior.

I would like to try to clear up some of the
misconceptions about Food Not Bombs.

FNB is a loose group of people that gets
together to help feed people and build community. We serve on the Plaza because it is
the center of town where the hungry people
are. | would love not to have to deal with the
police, the City Council or the courts. If
there was a feasible alternative presented
that would make sure people got fed, [would
take it.

Members of the City Council say they
will not compromise unless we have a
health permit. At this time we cannot get a
health permit. Among other things we would
need are a kitchen with three stainless steel
sinks, which we do not have access to. As a

health volunteer organization FNB should
not have to get a health permit. None of the
other groups in the area that feed the hungry
have one.
We have had an health department officer
come and give us a workshop on food safety

as well as look over our operation.

FNB

does as much as it can do to ensure the
health and safety of its food. We do not use

any meat or dairy products because of the

possibility of spoilage and we fully sterilize all
our containers.

We are not out to cause problems, but to

help ina society where so many people needlessly go hungry even though we have so
much excess. If as a community and as individuals those in need (were not) around us,
there would not be a need for Food Not
Bombs.

Big Backpack Syndrome
rampant on HSU campus
As a concerned student I would like to
bring attention to a serious problem facing
many students today. This disorder is

known as Big Backpack Syndrome (BBS),
an ailment rampant throughout the campus. The seriousness of this disorder can-

not be ignored, for it threatens to crumble
away the very foundation of this establishment.

For those of you unfamiliar with BBS, let
me explain. BBS is a disorder in which

those afflicted carry around extremely large
and extremely expensive mountaineering
backpacks. The primary symptom is a big
saggy mountaineering backpack containing

only a notebook and a few pencils.
Some advanced symptoms may include

multiple carabiners, water bottles and even
ropes lashed to the pack. While this may be

appropriate fora backcountry expedition to
the Trinity Alps, it is hardly necessary at

school unless you’re attempting a first ascent on Founders Hall, bivouacking on the

Quad or rigging a Tyrolean Traverse across
the Science complex.

For those of you who are suffering from

this disorder, I urge you to get some help.
Although support services are not available
for BBS, small backpacks are available

through the HSU bookstore and some local

Sarah Sherburn-Zimmer
liberal studies/multiple subjects sophomore
and FNB volunteer

drugstores. The key to defeating BBS is
cooperation and perseverance. Once this is
accomplished we may finally rid this school
of this horrible and debilitating disorder.

Liquid Lunch is good and
healthy food for thought

Drew Coe
forestry senior

Dudes, Liquid Lunch is healthy humor.

Our little family of four feeds upon it with
relish and finds it quite entertaining. We
have never found it offensive — just expansive — in terms of exploring the boundaries

of local humor and a way of staying hip and
in touch with young adulthood and colle-

giate humor.
Our son, who is on the staff of the Arcata
high school paper just cracks up — our 14year-old daughter too. Hey, maybe we’re

not so uptight as all our petty bickering

would lead us to worry about, huh? Families

sharing an interest in good writing and wordplay is wholesome, all-American stuff. Not
having a sense of humor is bad for your
health.

You don’t have to be a jock, titman or

lesbian to laugh at the Liquid Lunch column, but it might help. Some folks don’t
find sex funny. To help some who are humor-challenged: maybe wearing a mask of
one of your favorite fantasies and standing in

front of a mirror as you play with your chest

might help. And Tarzan noises. Candles.

Chocolate.

So, David, please disregard nearly all your

critiques and continue to play, experiment

and amuse yourself, your creativity and your
appreciative audience — it’s art, baby!
Hope your Liquid Lunch is a local brew.

Con mucho gusto!
Bob Ornelas
HSU alumni

Arcata resident, former City Council member

Suicide of Catholic priest
brought great sadness
I was struck with sadness when I learned
of Rev. John Rogers’ suicide. At first I kept
wondering about the alleged molestation.

“Is that true?” I kept asking myself. Then, I
realized that all I had was my own experience with him, which was the following:
About three years ago, I reached a spiritual emergency and was suicidal. Growing

up Catholic, I received many wounds from

the church that needed airing out. His keen

attention and caring compassion for four
one to two-hour sessions helped ease my
anxiousness until I was calm enough to let
go of the pain.
In a time of great vulnerability, I never
experienced any molestation, threats or mistreatment of any kind. All | got was some
much needed help. For that I'll always be
thankful.
Paul Grafton

environmental biology junior

Smoking is bad for the
enivironment and health
This letter is in response to Mr. Miller’s
letter last week titled “Smokers are a boon
for the environment.” Mr. Miller, you seem
to feel that smoking is not bad for our health
(human’s health) or the ecosystem. Well,
See Letters, page 29
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then ifitis not bad for one’s health, then why
have the cases of leukemia, heart disease,

Doyou think the United States
should send troops to Bosnia?
“Yes | do. |
think we
should do all
we can to help

“No, they
shouldn't. The
U.S. should stop

out.”

its hegemony

trying to assert

CAREY COOPER

over the world.”
CHRISTIAN HARLOW
sociology graduate

biology junior

“Yeah, | think

“| don’t know
what is in the

we should. We

should support
the president
and his
advisers.”

U.S. agenda.
Probably not.”

PAM LOUDENSLAGER

sociology sophomore

Campus Cuts co-owner

war and they
should be
fighting their

ERIC SCOTT/ CLAUDIA RODRIGUEZ

troops may
escalate it.”

business senior / marine biology junior
COMPILED

BY HEATHER

PARKER

REID KITCHEN
sociology senior
AND JOHN CONZEMIUS

Lumberjack Staff

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack

must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday

before publication date. Items can be

Knowing these things, | am personally
grateful for any opportunity to view images
that portray the female body in a loving and
respectable manner, and/or reminding us
all that there are other types of love — and
other ways of expressing love — in this
world, and they are all beautiful when viewed

in the right light (so to speak).
The idea that the female anatomy — specifically genitalia — and homosexual love
are things to be ashamed of, hidden away,
censored, or “for mature audiences only,”
is not one I as a fee-paying student wish for
my university of choice to support.
Itis sad, archaic philosophy that needs to
be reformed within the art department, the
minds of the people who complained, and
prevented from invading the minds of the
children who were being “protected”
through the suggested removal of these pho-

Summer Nastich

Heather Schur

Social addictions can

Nonsmokers have a right
to breathe smoke free air

that need to be straightened out.
Did you ever consider the amount of land
set aside to produce the very plant that kills
of people per year? Orthe amount
thousands
of resources used to fuel the tobacco indus-

marine biology senior

take many forms
So now it looks like watching football on

television is a sickness in our society. Social
addiction, I think they call it.
I had an interesting experience the other
day. My psychology class had scheduled a
study session on Sunday at | p.m. When I
told them I wasn’t going to attend the meeting because I was going the watch the 49ersDallas football game at 1 p.m., they laughed
(literally) and told me my priorities were all
screwed up.
I wondered to myself why they couldn’t
get up early Sunday and start studying at 9
or 10 a.m. like I was going to do. Then I
of drinkrealized that their social addictions
ing all night Saturday (one which I share),

try? It’s time to get your facts straight. In-

sleeping until noon (one which | do not
of coffee
share), and then drinking five cups
(I abhor coffee) did not lend themselves to

had a spouse or other family to collect.

early study on Sundays.

creased death due to smoking will not free
up money for social security if the smoker
The answer is not hoping that the inhab-

Letters policy

I do with my body, and whom I love.

And Mr. Miller, just think of what that
money could have been spent on; maybe
Headwaters Forest?

resource consumption, there are a few points

own war. Our

that I must fight for my right to choose what

tographs.

I am writing in regard to Adrian Miller’s
rebuttal to my last article. Adrian told me to
get the facts straight, and now I would like to
do the same.
Now while I agree with some of the points
that Adrian makes about the current population on this planet and ever increasing

“No. It's a civil

and size; I deserve, and ask, to be raped; and

year).

forestry senior

NICOLE D’VIRGILIO

“Who designated
us as the police
of the world? It’s
like call ‘911U.S.A"

lung cancer, emphysemaand countless other
problems associated with smoking, risen?
You also seem to feel that smoking is
simply a natural biologic control mechanism. Well, if that is the case it is not doing
a very good job as the human population
continues to grow at an exponential rate.
Along with it we tax payers have to help
pay the costs for treating patients with all
of the above problems, as well as the innocent children that are born to smoking
mothers and that are raised in smoke filled
rooms.
It seems to me Mr. Miller is the one
misled by Philip Morris and all the other
hackers he hangs around with. Maybe he
should go and count all of the taxpayers
money that is spent on neonatal care for
premature babies, the money spent in the
county health programs, clinics and hospitals for those smokers who can’tafford health
care, but can afford a pack of cigarettes
(which cost between $2-3 a pack and who
knows how many packs one can smoke a

culture would be offended by the now infamous images. Allow me to elaborate.
Asa woman | am told daily that my smell
is unacceptable; my body is the wrong shape

itants of this globe will kill themselves off.
Part of the answer is respecting each others

space and that includes a smoke free envi-

But whatever my feelings about their so
cial addictions, the point is clear: you can
study and watch football, the two are not
mutually exclusive except if you schedule

ronment for nonsmokers.

study on the one day and time football is

Frank White

played.
And what this revealed to me is not that

mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

forestry senior

my priorities are screwed up, it’s that these
people simply don’t like football or anyone

The Lumberjack
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Controversial art display
was thought-provoking

who watches it. An interesting state of affairs for people bent on understanding human behavior. I guess they'll only cure

Arcata, Calif. 95521

Phone: (707) 826-3271

be condensed to fit
* Items are subject to editing for style an d grammar, and may

Asasocially conscious thinking woman, |
feel it is necessary to voice my opinion of
the recent events in the Foyer Gallery
regarding the show by Julie Gostin and
Melanie Rush.
I saw the show once and was affected
enough by what I saw that I returned with
friends the next day so that I could share
and discuss the images with them.
We all agreed that they were both moving and thought-provoking photographs,
and none ofus were in the least bit disturbed

* Publication is not guaranteed.

why anyone who lives and breathes in this

Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items

will not be considered.

* Items must be verified before they re

published. They need a signature, address

and phone number. Students must include

their major and year in school.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
available space.

by what we saw. Indeed, I have to wonder

people with acceptable social addictions
like themselves.
I think before you condemn or stereotype behavior that imparts joy, lends meaning to some lives and creates memories, you
should really sit down and try to under-

stand the appeal that honest confrontation,
struggle and resolution provides.
As for me, they’ve scheduled another
study session for (when else?) Monday
(Nov. 13) at 6 p.m. I might go to that one,
itll be a lousy game.
Les Kamm
psychology senior

3 (

FLEX-TIME ASSISTANT to local
entrepreneur/publisher about 15
hours per week doing correspondence, video, and networking tasks for negotiable salary,
beach house and auto use. Typing
skill, leave message 443-3794, or
call 1-2pm.
12/6

OPPORTUNITIES
UPWARD

BOUND

PROJECT

needs female and male resident
advisors from 6/22/96 to 7/27/96.

Pay $1,600 plus room and board

for 5 weeks.
31.

CLASSIFIED

Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1995

Deadline is January

More info at NHE 203.

1213

NATIONAL

Seasonal & full-time employment

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Upto $2000+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group: (206) 6340469 ext. V60471
12/13

basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J60471
12/13

on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. Noexperience necessary.
For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C60471

12/13

ALASKA
Students

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
how hundreds of students are

already earning FREE TRIPS and

EMPLOYMENT—
needed!
Fishing

LOTS

OF

CASH

with America's

#1 Spring Break company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!

industry. Earn upto $3000-$6000+
per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.
No experience necessary. Call

(206)545-4155 ext A60471.

TEACH

ENGLISH

ABROAD.

Earn to 25k plus housing and
benefits in Korea.
BA/BS any
major. Agency: (415) 585-3220.

AUTOMOTIVE
76 SUBARU, not pretty, but great
transportation for school and/or

work. Asking $300. 444-9567

THRILLS

PERSONALS
WORMWOOD—Have you lost
your guile? Church of the Holy
Family still meets Sundays at
11am, 1757 J Street, Arcata—your

uncle SCREWTAPE

SERVICES
ENJOY A MASSAGE

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

Earn up to $2000+/month working

HIRING—

available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N60471
12/13

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
—Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching

FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500
in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs
and
motivated individuals.
Fast,easy—no financial obligation.
(800)862-1982 Ext.33
12/6

PARKS

Choose
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida! Call now!
Take a Break Student Travel.
(800) 95-BREAK!
11/29

123

THE TIME TRAVELER: Humbodt's
spacey-est gift shop. Open 12-6,
Wednesday-Saturday.
Sunnybrae Center, Arcata (Old
Arcata Road at Buttermilk Lane). -

SEA KAYAKING, SAILING ON
HUMBOLDT BAY. Lessons $20,
rentals start at $10. Full moon kayak
trip December 8, High tide trip
December 3. Hum-Boats 444-3048

in Arcata.

Massage improves muscle tone
and helps prevent or delay
muscular atrophy resulting from
forcedinactivity. Foot-reflexology.
Reidun Olsson CMP 822-7247.
LET HENDERSON STREET
WORD PROCESSING do your
typingforyou. We doclass papers,
theses, mailing lists, and tape
transcribing. 443-6128.
12/13

| | Your Plaeg to Bead...
..free help with design & assembly!

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car?

..lools and workspaeg¢ for you!

..an unrivaled s¢lection of Beads

Practice

and Treasures!

AUTO WELLNESS
Our Systems Managed Care Program,

using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.
fd

Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

your bead store

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul
¢Fuel Injection Diagnosise
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!
Alan Hunter
Master Technician

Namaste
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thinking of you
(and us)

13 years experience

all year long
with a

A Full-Service,

SUBSCRIPTION

Professional Salon

Featuring Eight

RECYCLE
REFILL & SAVE

i
i
J
j
t

to

Lumberjack

Stylists.
eo

a

Keep them

822-2596
fax: 677-1617

’ >

Name

@|

i
fi

Address

|

City, State, ZIP

‘Nexxus
‘Redken

‘PaulMitchel

‘Sunglitz

‘Joico

—
‘Biosilk

‘Sebastian

-Tressa

-Interactives

Just $12/year or
$7/semester

|]

*

.
pe

open daily * on the Plaza % Arcata % 826-9577

SKINSIGNEA
TATTOOS BY SHAWN,
WELLSCO BODY PIERCINGS BY
STEVE,
TATTOO BY CHRIS
_
Proudly present Eureka’s
first original tattoo and piercing studio
¢ Single use needles
e Autoclave sterialization

¢Fine line, Custom, Tribal, Cover-ups

* Best prices on quality body jewelry

_ Best Tattoos and

Body-piercings on the North Coast
Call for an appointment or just drop by.
It’s worth the drive to Eureka.

443-3809
3610 BROADWAY, EUREKA
Our reputation is impeccable —as
k around

Mail this official form to:

Open Monday- Saturday
Early mornings & evenings by apptointment

Walk -ins welcome!
Valley West Shopping Center
(Guintoli Lane Exit)

822-5991

}

*
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Feel compelled to read The Lumberjack
at a time when
there Is no newspaper rack In sight?

Check us out online

http://lumberjack.humboldt.edu

Be

Theater
¢ “A Christmas Play” presented by Plays in Progress will
be performed at 8 p.m.

» at the World
es

Music

miere Theatre

above the Lost
Coast Brewery
in
Eureka.

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.

From 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

‘ouiedl $5 for

Twenty-one and older welcome.

More information is available at
445-0844.

¢ Club Karaoke with Downtown Curtis Brown,

at Club

West. All the country and pop
favorites. No cover charge, open
to those older than18. More information is available at 444CLUB.

Et Cetera
¢ Campus Recycling Program meets at 5 p.m. at the War-

ren House. More information is
available at 826-4162.

¢ Cycle Learning Center
Club meets at 5 p.m. in Nelson
Hall East. More information is
available at 825-8138.

Pre-

students and seniors.

More information is available at
443-3724.

Et Cetera
¢ Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Student Association meets at 7
p-m. in the Multi Cultural Cen-

¢ Rants and Chants, a fundraiser for the Humboldt International Film Festival
with live bands

anda DJ accom_ panied by pro-

jected

16mm

and super 8 film

images for participants to dance to. Show begins at
8 p.m. with a $3 donation at Celebration Hall, corner of 16th and
L streets in Arcata. More information is available at 826-4113.
* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Arcata Bowl Pin Room.
Opento those 21 and older. More
information is available at 8222453.

be performed at 8 p.m. at the
World Premiere Theatre above
the Lost Coast Brewery in Eureka. Tickets are $6 general, $5
for students and seniors. More
information is available at 443-

3724.

Hall 118. Donations requested,
more information is available at

822-2191.
¢ Natural Resources and EnDay in the Kate Buchanan Room
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Emabout internships, permanent
employment opportunities and
other topics. More information
is available at 826-4175.

Saturday 2

tion Hall on the corner of 16th
and L streets in Arcata. Dance

Music

begins at 9 p.m., all ages are wel-

the Calypso Band will
perform at the Van

come. Cover is $5 and smoking
will not be allowed. More information is available at 826-1928.

e A.M. Jazz Big Band & Jazz

Combos will perform at8 p.m. in
the

Fulkerson

Recital

Hall.

Works by Charlie Parker, Miles

Davis and others will be per-

¢ Percussion Ensemble and

Duzer Theatre at 8

p.m. Tickets are $4

general and $2 for
students and seniors. More information is available at 826-3531.
¢ Little Charlie and the

¢ Howdy Emerson will per-

at the door. Doors open at 8

formation

is available at 822-

and blues at Club West. Dr. Ross

& the Soultwisters will open. Advance tickets are $11.50 or $13

Theater
e “Whispers/Screams,” a one
act play by Buffy Redsecker, will
be sactiesite at 4 p.m. in the

welcome. More information is
available at 444-CLUB.

no cover, open to all ages. More
information is available at 8222228.

Datsun e Dodge « Ford e Honda e Subaru e Mitsubishi

ABEouccn

| LIQUID SUNSHINE SPECIAL!

AUTOMOTIVE

e Windshield Wiper Blade
Repiacement
- $14.95 Per Pair

- Exp. 12-8-95
Loaner bikes use

513 J St.

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

—

IT WISH IT
WOULD SNOW !

tural history, and dune restoration. More information is available at 822-4360.
¢ “Penguins, Please!” will be
presented by the HSU
Natural History
Museum. Learn all
about penguins. Ages
4-5 from 10 to 11:30
a.m., ages 6-8 from
«Y 12:30 to 2 p.m. Fee
is $7, $5 fornonmem-

bers. More information is available at 822-7204.

Sunday 3

- Most Cars

meets at the Women’s Resource
Center in Eureka from 5:30 to 7

p-m. More information is available at 442-5239.

Tuesday 5
Music
¢ Flashback Music Festival at
7 p.m. in the Van
G
Duzer
Theater.
x?im A’
Family entertainSp “
ment featuring hits
from the °60s,
°70s,’80s and 90s
3

in the John

Van

Duzer Theater. Five
dollar donation requested for community, faculty and staff. Suggested donation for students is $3
and $1 for children under 12.
More information is available at
822-2724.

Et Cetera
¢ Open Mike for poets at the
Janbalaya Club in Arcata at 8 p.m.
One dollar cover charged at the
door and a five minute time limit
to read. More information is available at 822-5048.
¢ Auditions for Tartuffe, and
HSU Main Bill Production at 7

p.m. in the Studio Theatre. More
information is available at 4443420.

form at 8 p.m. in the Fulkerson
Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$4 general and $2 for students
and seniors. More information is

available at 826-3531.

¢ Club Triangle at Club West,
dance and music videos. Doors
open at 9 p.m., open to those 18
and older. Admission is $4 for
those older than 21 and $5 for all
others.

p-m., concertgoers older than 21
* Primal Drone Society will
perform
at Cafe Mokkaat9 p.m.,

2228.

of the Dunes. Topics covered in-

¢ Madrigal Singers will per-

Nightcats will perform rhythm

cover, open to all ages. More in-

Workshops

Music

formed. Tickets are $4, $2 for
students and seniors. More information is available at 8263531.
form at Cafe Mokka at 9 p.m. No

available at 443-3724.

clude coastal dune ecology, cul-

ployers will answer questions

Music

°“A Christmas Play” presented by Plays in Progress will be
performed at 8 p.m. at the World
Premiere Theatre above the Lost
Coast Brewery in Eureka. Tickets
are $6 general, $5 for students
and seniors. More information is

will be presented by the Literary
Society at 6:30 p.m. in Founders

come, more information is available at 826-9328.

Friday 1

have experienced breast cancer

Theater

° “A Room With A View”

Et Cetera

31
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¢ Guided nature walk at the
Lanphere-Christensen Dunes
Preserve, presented by the Friends

vironmental Sciences Career

dance musicat 9 p.m. in Celebra-

Music

sented by Plays in Bari will

ter. More information is available
at 826-5929.
¢ HSU Sailing Club meets at 8
p.m. inthe Depot. Beginners wel-

¢ Kachimbo will perform salsa

Thursday 30

Gist Hall Theatre II. More information is available at 8263566.
¢ “A Christmas Play” pre-

Monday 4
Et Cetera

Ae
Sg
Dee

¢ Bosom Buddies, a support
group for women and families who

«
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Educational Access

Community Access

HUMBOLDT
THIS WEEK

this week’s schedule

Tuesday, Dec. 5
Every hour starting

IM BEING
MOCKED

Highlights from
Thurs. 30
9 p.m.
Original Instructions
Dell’ Arte

at 7 p.m.

Fri. |

News about HSU and
the North Coast

Sat. 2

~ T KNOW WHEN

uosseneM ilig Aq

Wednesday

CALEN

eAffirmative Action
eAeroboxing
Great Holiday Getaways
eMuch Morel
Produced by

HSU journalism students

7 p.m.
Fiddler on the Roof

7 p.m.

1995 Rotary Veteran’s

Day Program
Sun. 3

7 p.m.

Shadow Catchers
Wed. 6
7:30 p.m.
Arcata City Council
Live
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GOLD

NECTAR:

The Lumberjack

RED NECTAR;

WHAT'S

OATMEAL

& BLACK CHERRY STOUT....

HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY-

Monday
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL MADNESS

Ne Les) BY

Ne
WINTER
NECTAR
walDv

CHICAGO @ DETROIT
$1 beers when BEARS score

FISH TACOS ONLY

99¢

Tuesday ...Elephant Night

FREE T-shirt Raffle

AWESOME BEER SPECIALS
...AALL YOU CAN EAT Fish & Chips
only $6.95

Presents

from 6-8pm

FRI.

HAPPY HOUR at the Brew Pub 5-7p.m.

Berm
“On

Wednesday

The Breweries
favorite band

. ALL YOU CAN EAT “Buffalo Wings,
onty S5.95/person "

CHESHIRE
CAT
BARLEYWINE

Sat.

Dec. 2
“M.F. Bird”

SEES

Thursday
.. LAPPY

Pints ONLY

HOUR

5-7 P.M.

Sub Pop,

$1.75/ Pitchers $5.25

“Thirsty Thursday”

Tap”

alternative groove

9-11p.m.

rock/

Pitchers ONLY $4

Rock

¢
¢
e
e

&

Roll

CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to 1 am
¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE e

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

